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-CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Significance of the Research Area 
The subject matter of this research paper is medical care 
and modern advance in medicine as they relate to the Chinese 
immigrants in the Chicago a~ea. Several general studies con-
cerning Chinese acoulturation and assimilation have been made 
but these were very limited and almost no research has been 
oarried out among the immigrants of Chinese decent in Chicago. 
In this paper the researcher attempts to investigate the diff-
erences in attitude toward medioal care and modern medicine 
between the first and seoond generations of Chinese-Americans in 
the Chicago area. 
Review of Literatures 
Thus far, no attitudinal study has been found which attempts 
to investigate the differenoes in attitude toward medical care 
~d modern medioine between the first and seoond generations of 
Chinese-Americans in the Chioago area. However, there have been 
~ome studies made whioh deal with various attitudes toward health 
problems in the oommunity which are related to this study. These 
~ill be briefly summarized in two groups. But, first, mention 
should be made of Freeman and Reeder's rather selective and oon-
clus1ve 11terature rev1ew (whioh does not read1ly fall 1nto 
e1ther of these two groups) on subjects dealing w1th med1cal 
so01010gy. They d1souss these stud1es in four areas: 
/ 
soc10-
cultural var1at10ns 1n 11lness, health care and practices: 
soc1al relations between physic1an and pat1ent; soc1al organiz-
at10n and health; and attitudes and values associated w1th d1ff-
erent1al health care and practices. Nevertheless, there are few 
cultural analyses of health. They felt health was a negleoted 
area of research among cultural analysts. l 
1. L1terature concerned with Social and Cultural 
Studies 1n the Medical Area 
Numerous books and studies ooncerned with health and en-
vironment; medicine and human welfare; soc1al components in 
med1cal care; doctor and patient; medical research on ethn1c 
factors in health status; health, culture and oommun1ty: sooio-
10g1cal stud1es of health and sickness; man's image in medicine 
and anthropology; and other related areas whioh were reviewed by 
the writer had value only as background mater1al, s1nce they had 
no direot relationship to this study. Therefore, they are not 
d1scussed here 1n detail. Only those studies wh1ch seem directly 
relevant to th1s study are presented here. 
In 1954, Lyle Saunders made a study on Cultural d1fferences 
IHoward E. Freeman and Leo G. Reeder, "Med1cal Soc10logy: a 
rev1ew of the literature,"American Socio10g1cal Review, 22:73-81 
February 1957. 
and medical care concerned with the problems of providing medical 
care for the Spanish-Americans. 2 His study was primarily con-
cerned with the Spanish speaking people in the Southeast - the 
area which roughly coincides with the Spanish colonization west 
of the Mississippi. His purpose was twofold. He wanted to pre-
sent the information he obtained to medical and other profess-
ional people so that they oould make use of it when they dealt 
with the Spanish speaking people in their oommunity. He also 
felt that his study oould be used to illustrate a few simple but 
highly important generalizations about medicine and oulture and 
the interrelation between them. 
Saunders found that the Spanish speaking individual draws 
his knowledge of illness and its treatment from four widely 
separated souroes: (1) from the folk medioal lore of medieval 
Spain as refined in several centuries of relative isolation from 
its souroes; (2) from the oultures of one or more Amerioan 
Indian tribes; (3) from Anglo folk medioine as praotioed in both 
rural and urban areas: and (4) from "soientifio" medical souroes. 
However, "scientifio" medioal souroes are not being extensively 
used. He indioated that the most important differenoes between 
Spanish-Amerioan folk medioine and Anglo soientifio medioine that 
influence the ohoice are these: 
Anglo soientifio medioine involves largely impersonal 
relations, procedures unfamiliar to laymen, a passive 
2Lyle Saunders, Cultural Differenoes and Medioal oare. (New 
York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1954) 
role for family members, hospital care, considerable 
control of the situation by professional healers, and 
high costs, by contrast the folk medicine of Spanish-
American villagers is largely a matter of personal 
relations, familiar procedures, active family vartlc-
ipation, home care, large degree of control of' the 
situation by the patients or his family, and re-
latively low costs.3 
Saunders also analyzed the different attitudes toward 
medicine between the rural and urban Spanish speaking populations 
Urban Spanish speaking have muoh greater opportunity 
for intensive oontact with Anglos and their culture 
than do those in rural sections and are likely to be 
more acculturated, and hence. more acoepting of Anglo 
medicine.4 
Although this 1s true for some urban Spanish speaking, many 
of them are below the average of their community in education and 
income and oould not afford adequate medioal care even if they 
understand it and were mot1vated to seek it. 
At the end he offered many suggestions for providing de-
sirable health and medical care programs not only for Spanish 
speaking people but also for the people of many countries. He 
maintained that medical and related professional personnel con-
nected with the program "should have a good knowledge of the valUE 
systems and the oultural orientations of the people with whom 
they are working, along with some self-consc1ous awareness of 
the1r own values and goals, insofar as these are culturally 
derived. n5 
~Ibid., p.16l. 
5Ibid., p.14l. 
Ibid., p.198. 
Earl Lomon Koos did research on the Health of Regionvi11e" 
Some five hundred families in "Regionvi11e" were visited and in-
terviewed at intervals in order to learn their habits and to un-
/ 
cover their attitudes toward health and disease. 6 The emphasis of 
this study was made upon the fact that health practices in the 
community and the health attitudes and behavior of the individual 
are subject to change as the social milieu changes. Its purpose 
was to follow and to examine such ohanges as were ref1eoted in 
the attitudes of respondents. In brief, the hypothesis of this 
study is: 
The health attitudes and behavior of a family are related 
to its position in the sooial class hierarohy of the 
community, and are sufnifioantly affeoted by the pres-
oriptions and prosoriptions regarding health shared by 
those who are members of the same sooial olass. FUrther, 
there is a differenoe in the way and degree to whioh 
people partioipate in health aotivities in the oommunity 
which is signifioantly assooiated with their membership 
in a sooial 01ass. 7 
This study dealt with families rather than with the agenoies and 
aotivities whioh existed within the oommunity. 
The number of households interviewed was 514 out of the 
2,500 households of the Regionvi11e oommunity. About four in-
terviews a year were held with eaoh household over a period of 
four years. 
The first interview was construoted to obtain basio data 
about the household and its members. Later their opinions and 
6Ear1 Lomon Koos. Health of Regionvi11e, (New York: Columbia 
Univ,rsity Press, 1954). 
Ibid •• p. 160 
attitudes on hospitals were studied. It was felt that sooiety in 
Regionvi11e oou1d be readily divided into three groups whioh were 
related to oooupation. There were the families of business or 
professional men, those of skilled or semi-skilled workers, and 
those of laborers. These three groups were examined on their 
attitudes toward illness and their use of physioian, hospital, 
dentist, druggist, and non-medioa1 personnel (suoh as ohiro-
praotors). They WB~e also questioned on their attitude toward 
preventive medioa1 oare and organized medioal or health programs. 
In 1961, Eliot Fre1dson did researoh on the Patient's View 
of Medioa1 Practioe in a Bronx neighborhood.8 In this study ~---------.~--~-patients were questioned who fell into three groups: those who 
used the F'ami1y BeaJ.th Maintenanoe Demonstration inwhioh every-
day treatment was given by an interprofessiona1 team working in a 
prepaid oentra1ized medioa1 grouP. those who used the Montefiore 
Medioa1 Group in whioh everyday oare was provided by indiVidual 
pediatrioians and internists who worked within the framework of a 
prepaid oentra1ized medioa1 group, and those who went to the oon-
ventiona1. solo fee for service-praotitioner where everyday care 
was provided by individual doctors working in their own soattered 
offioes. Freidson found that when patients chose to use one 
praotioe rather than another it was possible to illuminate their 
8E1iot Freidson. Patient's Views of Medical Praotioe, (New 
York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1961). 
p. 
oholce by reference to the way ln whloh the struoture of the 
ohosen praotloe fltted lnto the struoture of the patlent's 11fe. 
After patlents and some professlonal people had been lnter-
viewed Freldson found himself able to draw the conolusion that 
two interlooking crlteria were used by patlents to evaluate 
health servioes. They felt that good medioal oare required 
teohnical competance: and good medical care required taking an 
interest ln the patient so that he not only obtains emotional 
satisfaotion from the praotitioner, but also the lmpression that 
competanoe is exeroised in a more than routine way. He also ob-
served that medicine must taoe the problem of satisfying lay 
demand and attraoting a olientele as it shifts trom independent 
practioe to a torm resembling dependent praotlce. 
Hotfer and Schular in "Measurement ot Health and Health Care" 
showed how they developed a symptom questlonnairewhleh gives 
some ldea ot a respondents physioal well belng.9 
In the articles "Illness and the Bole ot the Physielan"lO 
and "Detlnitions ot Health and Illness in the Light ot American 
values and Soelal §truoture"ll Talcott Parsons made an ettort to 
clarlfy the ooneepts ot 111ness and health, and the role of the 
9 Charles B. Hotter and Edgar A. Sohular, "Measurement of 
~ea1th Needs and Health Care, "Amerloan Soolologica1 Revlew, 13: 
719-Z24 , (Deoember, 1948) 
1 Taloott Parsons,"I11ness and Role ot the Physlclan: a 
~ociologioa1 Perspeotlve" Amerioan Journal of Orthopslchlatrl, 
21: 452-460, 1961 
11 • "Detlnltlons of Health and Illness ln the Light of 
lAmerlcan Values and Sooial structure." ln Patlents Phlslcians 
and 111ness, edited by E. Gart1y Jaoo, (G1enooe, Ililnols1 Free 
IPrass 1'160 j 1)1) '16 1l.18? 
p. o 
physlclan ln terms of soclo-cultural aspects. Accordlng to 
parsons "a role ls the organlzed system of partlclpatlon of an ln 
dlvldual ln a soclal system as a collectlvlty." He,def1ned 
I 
somatlc health as the state of optimum capaclty for the effec-
tive performance of valued tasks. Illness 1s generally character 
lzed by some imputed generallzed disturbance of the capacity of 
the lnd1vidual for a normally expected task or role-performance, 
which is not speolfio to his oommitments to any particular task, 
role, collectively, norm or value. 
In October, 1952, the Journal of Social Issues had an entire 
issue devoted to studies in "Socio-oultural Approaohes to Medlcal 
Care." There were four artloles. Henry Lederer presented tfHow 
, 
the Slck View Their World." He desoribes how the sick peroeive 
their world in terms of their values, their dlfferences in the 
recogn1tion or rejeotion of the symptoms of disease, their 
acceptanoe of illness and of the need for help, their capacity to 
make decisions and the reintegration of the convalescent pat1ent's 
personality. Mark Zborowski reported in his "Cultural Components 
in Response to Pain" how oultural patterns are reflected in 
attitudes toward pain caused by disease and injury. He inter-
viewed patients of four ethno-cultural groups (Jewish, Italian, 
Irish and "Old Americantf stock) at Kingsbridge Veterans Hospital, 
Bronx, New York. He hypothesized that the Italians and Jews tend 
to exaggerate their pain; and that the Irish tend to be stoic. 
The "Old American" group represents a dominant group 1n America 
... 
and was used as a control group. Te,lcott Parsons and Renee FoJl. 
described in "Illness, Therapy, and Modern Urban American Family" 
how the treatment of the sick seems to be gradually moving from 
the home and the family. More and more the sick and their fam1ly 
look to hosp1tals, nurs1ng homes and other institutions and 
agencies for care when there is illness with significant im-
plioation for the oare of the sick. Finally, Lawrence K. Frank 
concluded the issue with "Psycho-cultural approaches to medical 
care." He analyzes the relevance of these aspects to the problems 
of medioa1 care and points out the implications for socia1-
oultura1 approaches to medioal oare.12 
"The effe\)t of increased salience of a membership group on 
pain tolerence'1 was studied by \>/a11aoe E. Lambert, Eva Libman 
and Ernest G. Poor. This researoh was conducted to discover how 
group membership tended to affect behavior when not directly re-
lated to social attitude. When groups of Protestant and Jewish 
women were tested for pain tolerance, it was notioeab1e that the 
feeling of group membership among the Jews strongly affected their 
reaotions while the Protestants were less affected. (When later 
they were oa11ed the "Christians", the Protestants showed a marked 
12 Journal of Social Issues, "Social Cultural Approaches to 
Medical care," 8: Number 4, (October, 1952) 
1ncrease in pa1n toleranoe as a group.)l) 
There are several relevant stud1es whlch relate health to 
social factors such as the analysis of the relat10nshlp between 
"Morta.llty and Socio-environmental Factors" which was made by 
Dorothy G. Hiehl ln 1948.14and Hollo H. Brltton's analys1s 
"Physlcal Impa1rments and So010-environmental Faotors"l5 com-
pleted in the same year. Jean Downes presented a paper on 
"Social and Envlronmental Faotors in Illness", a. study of the re-
lationship ot illness to varlous sooial and environmental con-
dltions.16A study of the relationship between "Industrial and 
Occupational Environment and Health" was made by Ruth R. pUfter.li 
An investigat10n lbto "Siokness Among Industrial employees in 
Baltimore in Relation to Weekly Hours of Work, 1941-194)l1w&8 made 
by Selwyn D. Co1lins.18The cause of illness among males and femalt~ 
13wa1lace E. Lambert t Eva. Libman. and Ernest G. Poor, "The 
Effeot of Increased Sal.ience at a Membershlp Group on 1>a1n Tol-
eranoe" ln Current Studles ln Soclal PSloho10g1. edited by 
Steiner and Flshbeln, (New York: Holt, Rlnehart and Winston. Inc •• 
19614 Dorothy a.Wlshl, "Mortallty and Soclo-envlronmenta1 Faotors," 
N1lbank t-temorls'.l Fund Quarte:t;l:t. 26: 3:35-365 (Ootober, 1948) 
15Brltton, Rollo H. "Physloal Impa1rments and Soolo-environ-
mental Faotors," Milbank Memorlal Fund QuarterlY, 26, 386-396 
(ocigber, 1948). 
Jean Downes. "Sooia1 and Environmental Faotors in Illness." 
Mll~ Memor1al Fund QHAtter4l. 26: 366-385. (Ootober. 1948) 
RUth R. Putter, "Industrial and Oooupatlonal Environment and 
Heatsh,,, Mllbank Memorial Fund 9WU"terll. 26: 22-40, (June. 1948) • 
Selwyn D. Co11lns, "Siokness Among :industrial J;<;mployees in 
Baltimore ln Relation to Weekly HOurB of Work, 1941-1943." 
Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly, 26: 398-429. (Ootober, 1948) 
...... 
was studied by Jean Downes in 1950.19 
2. studies dealing with Chinese Immigrants 
A differenoe between the Chinese and the American way of life 
has been distinguished by Franois L. K. Hsu in his book -
Amerioans and Chinese! Two Ways of Life. He indioates that the 
way of life ln the United states is oentered on the lndlvidual 
and that thls has made for self-rellanoe and self-suffioienoy, 
but also for atomlzatlon and basl0 lnseourlty. The way of life 1~ 
China ls the direot opposite. He oalls it sltuatlon-oentered, 
wlth interdependence aohleved largely through the family and fos-
terlng a sense of seourit7. 20 
D. Y. Yuan presented a study on Chinatown as "Voluntar7 
Segregation: a study of New Chlnatown". He lndioates that the 
Chlnese population in the United States has exhibited a tendenoy 
to oonoentrate in segregated oommunitles wlthin the large oities~l 
Chlnese in Amerloan Life wrltten by S. W. Kung, ls a study 
conoerned wlth contemporary Chinese immigrants and Chinese-
Amerioans in the United States. 22 
19Jean Downes, "Cause of Illness Among Males and Females," 
Ml1bank Memorlal Fund Quarterly, 28: 407-425, (October, 1950) 
20Francis L. K. Hsu, Amerlcans and Chinese; Two WayS of Life, 
(Ne! York: Henry Schman. 1958) 
lD. Y. Yuan, "Voluntary Segregation: A Study of New China-
to~ " Phylon, 24: 255-265, (1963). 
!S. W. Kung, Chinese in American Life. (Seattle: Universit7 
of Washington Press, 1962). 
Rose Hum Lee did numerous studies on Chlnese immigrants in 
the United states. One ot her major works is The Chinese in the 
United states ot Amerioa. It is a volume intended to be one ot a 
,.-
series ot oomparative studies on the assimi1atlon ot the Chinese 
in other oountrles. She attempted to portray the soc1al, eoonomic 
occupational, industrial and associatlona1 lite ot the mlinese 
in the United States ot Amerioa. 23aer efl'ly work ino1udes 
"Research on Chlnese Family," "The Decline ot Chinatown in the 
United states." "Chinese Immigratlon and Popu1atlon ohanges slnce 
1940," and "Stranded Chinese in the United States." 
Graduate students in soola1 sclenoe have done some slgnit-
10ant research oonoerned with Chlnese lmmlgrants and Amerloan-
born Chinese. In 1947, Beulah Ong Kwoh at the Uni versi t;y ot 
Chicago investigated "Oooupational status ot the American-born 
Chinese College Graduates". It is a stud;y based on a sample ot 
American-born Chinese oollege graduates at Berkeley. The assump-
tion that a higher education brings a better job is probably most 
cruolal1;y tested when applied to mlnorlty groups who are often not 
dlfferentlated trom their immlgrant parenta, are sometlme. regard-
ed as allens, and to whom the expected prlVi1ege ot citizenshlp 
ls at times llmited and denied. Her objeotlve was to find out, 
through an analysis of employment experience, how this group 
2~ , 
'Rose Hum Lee, TheChlnese ln the United states ot America. (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1960). 
of seoond and thlrd generatlon Chlnese have tared In their ooou-
patlonal oareers durlng the last twent,. tlve ,..ars.24 
Fao Yun Llao wrote hls aaster the.ls on "A Cas. stud,. ot a 
Chlne.e Immlgant Communi t7," In Southeastern Arkansas. He tound 
that although raoe oonsoiousness 1. a strong barrler against 
Chinese asslal1atlon, the Chlnes. In Arkans.s have llaDaged to aake 
a plaoe tor them.elve. In the area. Thls ls In large part due to 
the tact that aoat ot the Chlnese are Amerlcan-born, and the,. 11ve 
soattered throughout the state rather than In segregated oomm-
unitle •• 25 
In 1951, a the.ls on "The Chlnese Faml1,. In Chloago" w.s 
presented b7 Yuan Llang. It 1. a .tud,. on the asslml1atlon ot the 
Chlne.e taml17 In Chloago Into Amerloan wa,. ot lite. The results 
.howed that the Chlne.e taml11e. ot the .eoond generatlon are more 
American1ze4 than the Ch1n.s. tam111e. ot the tirst In term. ot 
4&11,. 11ving hablt., tood oustoms, and t.stlvals. 26 
Pinall,.. Stanl.e,. L. M. Pong ot San Franolsoo sta~e College 
made a stud7 on the "Asslml1atlon ot Chlnese In Amerloa, Changes , in 
Orientatlon and Sool.1 Peroeptlon" In 1963. He emphaslzed 
attltudinal and behavioral aspeot. In the prooess ot .001al 
asslml1atlon of Chlne.e In Amerloa. A •• lml1atlon orlentatlon and 
24Buelah Ong Kwoh, "Ocoupatlonal status ot the Amerioan-born 
Chine •• College Graduate.," unpubll.h.d Master The.i. In SOolal 
SC1!~oe of the Unlverslt7 of Chloago, 1947. 
Pac Yun Llao, "A Ca.e stud,. ot a Chlnese 11Imlgrant Comm1m1t,..· 
unp!S11shed Master Thesls of Unlversit,. of Chloago, 1951. 
Yuan Liang, "The Chine •• Faml1,. In Chlcago," unpubllshed 
Master Thesls of Unlverslty ot Chloago. 1951. 
aooulturatlon are consldered as lmportant taotors. Hls tlrst 
hypothesls ls that as lndlviduals 01' Chinese desoent become pro-
gresslvely removed trom the influenoe 01' traditlonal Chlnese 
oul ture and ln greater oontaot Wi th the host culture, the,- will 
show a concurrent increase 1n the asslmilatlon-orientat10n and in 
thelr lntematlzat10n of' western oulture norms. Hi. second 
hypotheals ls that Chlnese from modern A.lan 01 tie., where 
western influence has made m8n7 1nroads, such as Hong Kong, will 
show a greater degree at internal1zatlon than Chlnese trom other 
reglons 01' Ch1na or 80rae ot the American-born Chlnese. The 
thlrd hypothes1s 1s that ... lmllatlon-orientat1on 01' the Hong 
KoJ'lg born would be the loweat. 27 
Dur1ng the l1terature search tor material relevant to thls 
paper, various b1b11ograph1es and lists were oonsulted whlch will 
be g1 ven orad1 t in the b1 b11ogl"ap~ • Th... are not mentioned in 
detall 1n th1s port10n 01' the paper because only the artlcles to 
whioh they dlreoted attent10n have 1mmediate bearing upon the 
subjeot matter. 
27stanley L. M. Fong, "Ass1m1lation 01' Chlnese in Amerlca: 
Changes in Onentat10n and Percept1on," Aler1CfP Jo11£!l!d. 01' 
SoololoSZ. 711 265-273, (November, 1965). 
-.., 
Empirical Evidence Dealing With Culture and Health 
Muoh available data trom morbidity studies have shown that 
health and disease are correlated with socio-economic status and 
lite style.2asometimes an immigrant group has brought with it a 
deviant set ot health standards trom established standards ot the 
dominant group.29Because of this. some differences should be ex-
pected between the immigrant group and the native born group in 
terms of their attltudes toward health care and disease. 
28studies show that health and dlsease are related to soolo-
eoonomio status and lite .t71el 
T. P. Almy and assooiates. "Constipation and Diarrh.a a. 
R.aotlons to Lit. str •••• " proc.edi;:. ot the AS.OCiaticr tor H,-sego~di: :~ra:r;g~.M:f'!n~;;i~~;:ii~~I~~!~i~(~Ocultural 
Factors." in Patients+ PhJ;loians and Illne.s, edited by E. Gartl 
Jaco, (Glenco, 111.1 he . ee Press, 1960) 
Selwyn D. Collins, "Sickness Among Industrlal Employee. in 
Baltimore in Relation to Weekly Hours ot Work, 1941-1943," (See footnote 18) 
Lelia Calhoun Deas7, "Soclo-Economic status and Partlcipatio 
in the Poliomyelitis Vaooine Trlal." Amerioan Sociologioal Review, 
21: 185-191, (April, 1956) 
Jean Downes. "80cial and Environmental Factors in Illness," (8ee footnote 16) 
w. J. Grace, "Life Situations. Emotions, and Chronic Ulcer-
ative Colitls," Proceedi of the Ass ciat on or the a.searo 
e us d M nta D s. e, 2: - 91. 1 O. 
u • Put .r. "In ustrial and Ocoupational Environm.nt and 
H.alth." (S •• Footnote 17~. 
H. A. Weeks, M. J. Davis and H. E. Freeman, "Apath70t 
Famili.s Toward M.dical Car •• " in patients, PhYslcians and 11+n8'1 
edited by E. Gartly Jaco. (G1enco. 11 intis: 4The Free Press. 
1960 second printing), 
DorothT G. Wiehl, "Mortality and Socio-Envir.onmenta1 Factors. (See tootnote 14). 
Harold G. Woltt. "I,lte Stress and Card1ovasoular Disorders," 
Clr~~atlon. 1: 187-20J, (February, 1950). . 
Rose Hum Lee, OPt olt., p. 326 
Rose H. Lee has indioated that "where the immigrant group 
has little health education some time elapses before its members 
are willing to be introduced to new resouroes and skills. The 
Chinese have relied upon home remedies, herbs, magic, fatalism, 
and untrained personnel. More frequently, they let a disease 
run its course, either through indifference, 1aok of money or 
medical services, or fear of oontact with the larger society. 
Many consider oonsulting a dootor or going to a hospital an ad-
mission of their own inadequaoy, or the failure of age-old 
remedies. They do not understand the ooncept of community oon-
cern for health. that their illness may affeot others. n30on the 
other hand, she also noted that "the generations of Chinese born 
in the United states of Amerioa develop a different physioa1 and 
psyoho1ogical reaotion to their environment ••• These Amerioan-
born have aooepted and upheld prevailing health standards, proper 
diet and health education. 1I3l 
j£Ibid., p. 320. 
I bi d.. p • 321 • 
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Empirical Questions 
In this study, there are two empirical questions to be 
investigated: 
(1) Are there signifioant differenoes in attitude 
toward medical care between Chinese-Americans 
of the first generation and Chinese-Americans 
of the seoond generation in the Chioago area? 
(2) Are there significant differences in attitude 
between these two groups regarding the acoept-
ance of modern advances in medicine? 
Hypotheses of the Present Study 
The study of the above two empirical questions for this 
thesis is based on the hypothesis that 
The greater the involvement of the Chinese-Americans 
in American culture, the greater the utilization of 
medical oare and the stronger the tendenoy to aooept 
modern advances in medicine. 
On the basis of this hypothesis, the differenoes in attitudes be-
tween two generations can be stated as follows: 
(1) The first generation of Chinese-Americans will 
avall themselves of medioa1 oare less frequently 
than will the seoond generation of Ch1nese-
Americans in the Chioago area. 
(2) The f1rst generatlon of Chlnese-Amerioans wl11 
aocept modern advances 1n mediCine less read1ly 
than w11l the seoond generat10n of Chlnese-
Amer1cans resid1ng in the Ch1cago area. 
CHAPTER II 
METHOD AND PROCEDURES OF THE RESEAB CH 
Thls ohapter dlsousses the method used ln thls researoh and 
the oonoepts operatlona11zed through thls study. Later, a des-
orlptlon of the lntervlews, the oharaoterlstlos of the sample 
studled, and the statlstloa1 teohnique adopted ln the ana1ysls of 
thls study wl11 also be added. 
Souroe of Data 
The researoh data of thls study were oolleoted through use of 
the struotured lnterview sohedule. The struotured intervlew 
sohedule whloh was used for thls researoh lnc1udes questlons con-
cernlng: personal background (sex, age, marl tal status, famlly 
slze, place of resldenoe, length of time ln the Unlted states, 
eduoationa1 attainment, ocoupation, inoome, re1lgion, and parental 
background), health baokground (most reoent illness, duratlon of 
stay ln hosplta1) , attltude toward medloa1 care (response to paln 
and symptoms of illness, reaotion toward treatment whl1e hospita1-
lzed, preferenoe for faml1y dootor or speola11st, use of regular 
medioa1 oheck-ups, dependenoe on home therapy, ooncern with 
art101es on health and medio1ne), aooeptanoe of advanoe in modern 
medioine (attitude toward medloa1 lnstruments, purchase of health 
.. n 
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1nsuranoe. use of herbs or animal parts. preferenoe for govern-
ment-oontrolled and pr1vate med10al fao11itles).,2 
Before the struotured intervlew sohedule could/be used for 
the study. a pre-test was necessary. Thls pre-test was given to 
a group of twenty subjeots wh10h lnoludes ten (5 female and 5 
male) Chinese-Amerioans of the flrst generation and ten (5 female 
and 5 male) Chinese-Amerioans of the seoond generatlon ln the 
Chloago area. These ind1Viduals were found through the help of 
many frlends. The struotured intervlew sohedule of th1s pre-test 
was in1tiated on July 25. 1966 and ended on August :31. 1966. At 
approxlmately the same time another pre-test of the same sohedule 
was be1ng 14ade by' another researoher working w1th Japanese-Amer-
leans and Mex1oan-Amerioans. When both tests were oomp1eted 
revision was made in a tew p1aoes 1n the sohedule. 
A sample of one hundred respondents was interviewed. This 
sample ino1uded fltt~ (25 males and 25 temales) tirst generation 
Ch1nese-Amer10ans and tifty (25 males and 25 temales) second gen-
erat10n Chinese-Amerioans trom the Ch1cago area. The term 
Ch1nese-Amerioan 1s used to 1ndioate oi timens ot Chinese anoestry 
1n the United states ot America by Rose Hum Lee. She stresses 
the tact that 
)28ee Append1x A (This struotured Interview Schedule 1s a oom-
blned instrument tor the study ot pa1n and med10al oare among 
three groups - Ch1nese-Amerioans. Japanese-Amer1oAns, Menoan-
Allert oans) • 
Amerioan-Chinese are oitizens of the United states by 
virtue of the jus soli principle, applicable to all 
persons born within the boundaries of the country. 
They have beoome oitizens through birth and this right 
and privilege to oitizenship was reaffirmed by/the 
deoision of the United states Supreme Court in 1898. 
The favorable ruling of this highest judicial organ 
instigated one of the harshest features of the 1882 
Exo1usion Aot, prohibiting alien Chinese in the 
United states, and those entering later, from be-
ooming oitizens. This provision was repealed in 1943. 
at which time the right to naturalization was conferred 
upon alien Chinese who fulfilled the residential and 
legal requirements. 
These oitizens of Chinese ancestry are c.lled 
either American-Chinese or Chinese-Amerioans. J ) 
In this study, Chinese-American is used as a term to indicate 
both those naturalized immigrants and their descendents. The 
naturalized Chinese immigrants in the Chicago area are considered 
as first generation Chinese-Amerioans and their immediate de-
scendents are considered as second generation Chinese-Americans. 
Operationa1ized Conoepts 
Medioa1 oare and modern advance in medicine are the two 
operationa1ized ooncepts used in this researoh. One could say 
that medicine is ooncerned with the prevention as well as the cure 
of disease and the general maintainance of good health. However, 
the term "medioa1 care" is difficult to define since it involves 
many factors of human environment. Medical care is recognized by 
many as a social process. It naturally relates to whether a 
person is healthy or ill, but health is often measured and main-
tained in different ways by people from different geographical 
3Jnose Hum Lee, OR. cit.,p. 113 
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areas, soaleties, and cultures. Koos indlcates this as 
whether ln health or l11ness and whether the action taken 
ln illness is positive or negatlve, these several altern-
atives have points ln common. In eaoh, the co,pu1sive 
force of man's culture - that sum total of ideas, ideals, 
attltudes, and behavlor patterns whlch are socially in-
herited - is present; in each, habit is a powerful arbiter; 
in each, the 11mitations of environment exhibit themselves. 
All these factors make the problems orLhea1th and l11ness 
far less slmp1e than many wl11 admlt.~ 
As Lyle Saunders analyzed the situatlon when professional people 
serve patlents with different oultura1 background, they always are 
puzzled by their "unreasonable" behavior. He indloates that these 
varied behaviors are diffioult for them to understand because 
They derived in part trom somewhat different notions about 
the meanings and relative values of health, eduoation, 
welfare, family re1ationshlps, time, work, and personal 
and professional responsibility from generally shared by 
persons who have reoeived professlona1 training. These 
differenoes, to the extent that they represent something 
more than idiosyncratic variations, are manif'estations of 
a oondi tiomng in and by a oultural group that includes 
among lts beliefs, praotloes and patterns of re1ationshlp 
many that are different from those of the dominant;natlve 
English-speaking population of the United states.}' 
"Medical careft as used in this study is conceptualized ln terms of 
attitude toward pain, response to pain and symptoms of illness, 
reaction toward treatment while hosplta11zed, preference for 
faml1y doctor or specia11st, use of regular medical check-ups, 
dependence on home therapy, oonoern wlth artioles on health and 
mediclne. The ooncept of "modern advance ln medlcine" ls based 
J§Ear1 Lomn Koos, The Health of Regionvi11e, (New York: 
Col~bia University Press 1954). p. J )jLy1e Saunders, Cultural Difference and Medioa1 Care, (New 
York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1954) pp. 5-6 
on aoceptanoe of treatment with modern medioal instruments, 
purohase of health insuranoe, use ot herbs or animal parts, pre-
ferenoe for government-oontrolled or private medioal facilities. 
Eliot Freidson found out in his Patient's Views of Medioal 
Praotioe 
The patients believed that the more the teohnioal faoilities 
available to the ph7sioian and used by him,the better was 
the medioine he oould praotioe.Most patients naturally 
desired what they thought to be good teohnioal oare, but 
they insisted nontheless that without personal inte~~8t 
the practitioner oould not use his full oompetenoe.) 
However, the trend of modern medioine seems not to oonour with 
what the patients want. Freidson indioates that 
Modern medioine 8till has roots in olient demand, a8 it 
had in the pa8t. Lately, however, it ha8 beoome more and 
more dependent upon a varied array of oolleague8 and 
medioal organization8 whioh 8tand out8ide the lay oommunity 
that the praotioe serve8. This muoh i8 oertain about 
present-day trends in medioine, and 8ince practioe is be-
coming subjeot to that external pre88ure in the cour8e ot 
becoming dependent upon it, it tollows that medioal oulture 
become8 more and more insulated trom patient oulture; the 
amount ot oontrol that the patient can exercil, over hi8 
tate in the oonsulting-room is being reduoed.) 
36Eliot Freid8on, Patient's Views of Medioal Practice, (New 
Yorkl BU8sell Sage Foundation, 1961) p.209 
JYlbid., pp.226-227 
sampling Procedure 
Accordlng to the 1960 Census Bureau flgures, there were aboui 
6,214 Chinese people 11vlng ln the Chlcago Metropolltan area.'S 
/ 
In 1964, another estimate made by Mr.G. H. Wang who had been the 
Chairman of the Chinese-Amerioan Civic CounCil, stated that there 
were about nine tho~and people ot Chinese-descent 11ving in the 
Chicago area. The Amerioan born oonstltute about 37% and most of 
them are young adults and chl1dren. 39 
In order to seoure the location of these persons, the re-
searcher sought co-operatlon from several medloal organizatlons 
and phys10ans who have frequent oontaot with Chlnese-Amerioans ln 
the Chloago area. Among these, the Chinese-Amerloan Clnc COunoll 
provided the researoher with some valuable lntormat10n on the 
Chinese ln Chloago. ot those agenoles contacted, three religious 
organizat10ns who serve the Chinese were willing to provide the 
researoher with thelr lists ot members. 
The total number ot members obtalned trom these 11sts was 777. 
The names of seventy tour indivlduals, chl1dren and those who 
11ved ln the suburbs, were exoluded. There tore , the universal 
population tor this study was seven hundred and three. An in-
itial ident1ticatlon ot the tirst and second generation among 
,SUn1ted states Census 1960, Population Charaoterlstl0, 
Table 21~ Part 15, p. 104 • 
.19G. H.Wang, tiThe Chlnese in Chlcago," written tor the 
National Conterence of Christians and Jews, June, 1964. 
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these persons was made with help from the three religious organ-
izations. The first generation was represented by five hundred 
and thirty seven persons of whom two hundred and eighty nine were 
female, and two hundred and forty eight were male. The second 
generation was represented by one hundred and sixty six persons of 
whom eighty six were male and eighty were female. Since a sample 
-
of twenty five was required for each of these four groups, the 
procedure of getting this sample was demonstrated at regular in-
tervals among the persons 1n eaoh group. The names of persons 
(with address and telephone number) in each group were arranged 
in alphabetical and numerioal order. The sample used for this 
study was required to have the experience of being hospitalized. 
Prior to the interview, this initial sample obtained at 
regular intervals was contacted by telephone. The interviewer 
enquired whether the subject had been hospitalized as an adult or 
not. If he had been and was willing to cooperate with th1s study, 
an appointment was made at his convenience for the researcher to 
perform the structured interview schedule. Substitution had to 
be made in some oases where the individual originally contaoted 
had not been hospitalized or refused to be interviewed. Among the 
seoond generation group of males, only fifteen respondents were ob~ 
tained. Therefore ten seoond generation were not members of 
these three religious groups from whom the original total pop-
ulation was obtained. These men were located through the aid of 
the people already interviewed who suggested the names of ao-
quaintances who might be eligible and willing. 
2; 
The Intervi ew 
When the appoln$ment for the Interview had been made by tele-
phone. the qualIfIcatIons of the researoher and statement of the 
/ 
purpose of the study had been made clear to the respondents. 
After an appoIntment had been arranged, the researoher went to 
each of thelr resldenoes or off1ces for the performanoe of the 
struotured 1nterview schedule. Among the fIrst generat1on, forty 
lnterviews were performed at the respondents~ homes. three in 
thelr offioes, four were ln restaurants at the respondents' sug-
gestion, two lnChuroh basements and one in the sl tting room of 
the researcher's dormitory. Among the second generatlon, thIrty 
seven interviews were completed at the respondents' homes, seven 
interviews were at the respondents' offlces; one was in a res.: , 
taurant, three were in the sitting room at the researcher's dor-
m1 tory, one was ln a uni versi ty lounge, and. one was in the 19'8i t-
ing room of a department store. 
'l'he tirst interview was completed on December 2, 1966 and the 
last on May 13, 1967. During thls period ot five months, many ap-
pointments Were made whlch had to be postponed because of the 
storm and severe oold weather. It was fortunate that very few of 
the respondents refused their original cooperatlon on aOQount of 
the postponements. 
The interviews .... e.re oonduoted In Bnglish and Chinese (ei ther 
the Mandarin or Cantonese dialect). A rapport could be established 
readl1y in the language ln whlch the respondent felt more at ease. 
~ong the first generation, there were twenty nine lnterviews con-
pi!l 
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ducted in the cantonese dialect, five in the Mandarin dlalect and 
sixteen in English. All tifty interviews w1 th the second genera-
tion were oonducted 1n English. The average length of the 1nter-
views was about one hour. Interviews conducted 1n Ch1nese 
dialects were longer than the ones conducted in Eng11sh. At the 
beginning of each interview, the respondents were reassured that 
the structured interview schedule was confidential. 
Characterist1cs of the Sample Studied 
The characteristics of the sample stUdied are descrt bed 1n 
terms of the variables, such as age, marital status, family size, 
place of residence, length of time in the United States, educa-
t1on, occupation. income, religion, and parental baokgrounds. 4O 
(1) Age 
The age dlfferential between first and. second generatiOns of 
Chinese-Americans in the Chicago area 1s illustrated in Table 1. 
The age of the first generation was greater than that ot the 
second generation. Thirty tour per cent of the tirst generation 
Chinese-Americans and tlfty tour per cent ot the second genera-
tion were under forty years of age. Sixty six per cent ot the 
first generatlon and torty six per cent ot the second generation 
were torty years or older. 
401n terms of Chinese .... Amerlcans in the Chicago area. 
... , 
TABLE 1 
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE FIRST AND SECOND GENERATION 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA 
First Generation Seoond Generation 
Number Per oent Number Per oent 
20-24 0 0 4 8 
25-29 1 2 9 18 
30-34 4 8 6 12 
35-39 12 24 8 16 
40-44 7 14 10 20 
45-49 5 10 4 8 
Over 50 21 42 9 18 
Total 50 100% 50 100.% 
(2) Marital status 
The marital status of the two generations is more or less the 
same. Of the fifty persons in the first generation. forty one of 
them (82%) were married. five (10%) of them were widowed. two of 
them (4%) were divoroed. only one (2%) was single and one (2%) 
remarried. Of the fifty persons of the seoond generation, forty 
four (88%) of them were married, only one was widowed, and one 
(2%) divoroed, four of them (8%) were single. 
P 28 
(3) Family Size 
The family size of first generation was larger than that of 
the second generation in this sample studied. Of the fifty per-
sons in the first generation, 20 (40%) of them had four or more 
children, 13 (26%) of them had three ohi1dren, 11(22%)of them had 
two children, five (10%) of them had one ohild and one was not 
married. Of the fifty persons in the seoond generation, nine 
(18%) of them had four or more ohildren, thirteen (26%) of them 
had three ohi1dren, fifteen (30,%) had only two ohildren and nine 
(18%) of them had only one ohild. There were four members of the 
seoond generat10n who were not married. 
(4) Plaoe of Residenoe 
Plaoes of residence were divided into two oategories for thi! 
study. A person was oonsidered to live in Chinatown (whioh in-
cludes from Cermak Road to 24th Plaoe and between Prinoeton 
Avenue and Wentworth Avenue), or outside of Chinatown whioh in-
oluded the rest of the oity. Due to the limited time and the 
4J diffioulty the researoher would have had traveling to the suburbs, 
almost all the respondents ohosen for this sample resided in the 
City (the one exoeption lived in Evergreen Park). There were no 
Significant differences between the first and second generation of 
Chinese-Americans 1n terms of their plaoe of residenoe. In the 
41 
,.iThe researcher does not drive a car. 
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In thePG*, 25 persons (50%) lived in Chlnatcwn and 25 (SO~) 
lived outside ot Chinatown. In the sa·, 26 persons (S2~) lived 
in Chinatown a114 24 (48%) lived outside of ChiD9.town. 
(5) Length of Tlme in the Un1ted states 
This faotor relates only to the tirst generation or th1s 
sample. This group 1s oomposed otnaturalized American oitizens 
and those lrhe are stl11 in the process ot be1ng naturallzed. 
The length et t1m.e they have been here in America 1s important to 
this study. becau.se it could have d1reot bea.rtng on their inTol ve .. 
ment in American cultuzoe. This involvemeltb 1s apt to make marked 
difference in the attltu.des and opinions ot the tirst generatiO'n 
as related. to' those or the seoO'nd Who wera brought up 1n Amel"1oa. 
Ameng tittv persons in the Fa, thirtY' tive ot them (70~) have oome 
to the United States sino. 1940, and tifteen of them ()O%) came 
to th1s oountry between 1910-19'9. (See Table 2) 
TABLE 2 
LENGTH OF TIME IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA OF 
THE FIRST GENERATION CHINESE-AMERICANS 
Year 
1910-1919 
1920-1929 
1930-1939 
1940-1949 
19.50-19.59 
1960-Present 
Total 
(6) Eduoatlon 
Number 
~ 
7 
.5 
1~ 
14 
8 
.50 
Per oent 
6 
14 
10 
26 
28 
16 
100% 
The eduoational attainment of the seoond generatlon was 
higher than that of the flrst generatlon or Chinese-Amerioans 
in thls, study. Of the first generatlon, 27 (.54%) have at least 
completed high sohool or have higher eduoatlon, and twenty three 
(46%) did not finish high sohool. Of the SG, forty three (86%) 
have at least oompleted hlgh sohool and only seven (14%) dld 
not flnish high sohool. (See TABLE 3) 
TABLE 3 
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF THE FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA 
_ First Generation Seoond Generation Eduoation 
- :Number Per oent Number Per oent 
No formal eduoation 1 2 0 0 
Some elementary sohoo1 5 10 0 0 
Completed elementary school 6 12 1 2 
Some high sohool 11 22 6 12 
Completed high sohool 10 20 18 36 
Some oollege 10 20 11 22 
Completed oollege 4 8 8 16 
Graduate and Professional 3 6 6 12 
Total 50 100% 50 100% 
(7) Oooupation 
Of the first generation in this sample, eleven (22%) had 
oooupations whioh were professional or semi-professional, 8 
(16$) were either manager or owner of a business, 3(6%) performed 
olerioal or sales work, 16 (32%) were skilled-manual workers, 11 
(22%> were unSkilled-manual workers, one was retired. Of the 
seoond generation, 16 (32%) had oooupations whioh were either 
professional or semi-professional, six (12%) were manager or 
owner of a business, 12 (24%) performed clerical or sales work, 
3 (6%) were skilled-manual workers, 11 (22%) were unski11ed-
manual workers, and two were retired. (see TABLE 4) 
TABLE 4 
OCCUPATION OF THE FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS 
OF CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA 
Occupation First Generation Second Generation 
Number Per cent Number Per cent 
Professional and 
semi-professional 11 22 16 32 
Manager or owner 8 16 6 12 
Clerical and sales 3 6 12 24 
Skilled-manual workers 16 32 3 6 
Unskilled-manual workers 11 22 11 22 
Retired 1 2 2 4 
Total 50 100% 50 100,% 
jP .1.1 
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(8) Family Annual Income 
The annual family income of second generation in this sample 
had a higher distribution than that of the tirst ge~eration. ot 
/ 
the second generation. 29 (58%) had an income of $8,000 a year 
and more, and 21 (42%) had one ot less than $8,000 a year. Of 
the first generation, only 14 (28%) had an incoae ot more than 
$8,000 a year, but ,6 (72%) had a family income of les8 than 
$8.000 a year. (See TABLE 5) 
TABLE S 
ANNUAL FAMILY INCOME OF THE FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA 
First Generation Second Generation 
Annual Inoome Number Per cent Number Per oent 
Less than $1,999 5 10 , 6 
$2,000 
- $4.999 9 18 8 16 
$5,000 
- $7.999 22 44 10 20 
$8,000 
- $9.999 5 10 6 12 
$10.000 - $14,999 4 8 16 ,2 
More than $15.000 5 10 7 14 
Total 50 100% 50 100% 
" ..... 
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(9) Relt~ion 
Though this sample was obtained from Christian groups, some 
of these adUlts were not Christi.&n themselves but their children 
had been converted. Of the first generation, 27 (54%) were 
Protestants, 15 (JO%)were Catholios, one (2%) was a Budhist, and 
7 (14%) had no religion. Of the seoond generation, 22 (44%) were 
protestants, 21 (42%) were Catholios, and 7 (14%) had no religion. 
(10) Plaoe ot Birth 
The Chinese-Amerioans in this sample were born in either 
China (and Hong Kong) or Amerioa. Of the first generatlon, forty 
six (96%) were born on the Chinese mainland, and four (8%) were 
born in Hong Kong. ot the seoond generation, torty seven (94%) 
were born in the United states ot Amerloa, and three (6%) were 
born in Chlna, but were brought to this oountry as infants. 
Characteristios of the Parents of This Sample Studled 
Almost all of the parents of this sample stud1ed were of 
Chinese nat1onality. (The one exoept1on was the mother of a 
person in the seoond generat10n who was Pollsh). 
(1) Parent's Place ot Birth 
Most fathers of the FG were born in China. However five 
fathers were born in America, but they went back to China to be 
married. After a period ot time they came back to Amerioa again 
and lett their wives and children in China where the children 
-were brought up. Of the seoond generation, six fathers were 
born in Amerioa but had wives from China. Two were born in 
Honolulu and had Chinese wives from Honolulu. 
Although most mothers of the seoond generation were born in 
China, seven mothers were born in Amerioa and one was born in 
Canada. Two were born in Honolulu as indioated above. The 
American and Canadian born mothers were married to husbands in 
China. 
(2) Father's Oocupation 
There is no marked differenue in occupation between the 
fathers of one generation and the other. 24 (48%) fathers of eao~ 
generation were manager or business owners. Among the fathers of 
the FG, 8 (16%) were in professional or semi-professional jobs, 
one (2%) performed olerica1 or sales duties, 9 (18%) were skilled. 
manual workers, and 6 (12%) were unSkilled-manual workers. Of 
the SG fathers, 4 (8%) were professional or semi-professional 
workers, two (4%) performed olerica1 or sales duties, 10 (20%) 
were skilled-manual workers, 9 (18%) were unskilled-manual workers~ 
and one was retired. (See TABLE 6) 
TABLE 6 
OCCUPATIONS OF THE FATHERS OF THE FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS 
OF CHINESE-AMERI CANS IN THE CHI QA.GO AREA 
, 
Oooupation Flrst Generatlon Second Generatlon Number Per oent Number Per oent 
Professlonal and 
4 8 Seml-professlonal 8 16 
Manager and buslness owner 24 48 24 48 
Clerloal and sales 1 2 2 4 
Skl11ed-manua1 workers 9 18 10 20 
Unskl11ed-manual workers 6 12 9 18 
Retlred 0 0 1 2 
Total 48* 50 100% 
*Two subjeots said that they did not know What oooupatlons 
thelr fathers had. 
e 3) Parents' Eduoa8lona1 Attainment 
The eduoatlonal attainment of the fathers of the two genera-
tlons were more or less the same. 16 (32%) ~athers of eaoh gener-
atlon had oompleted hlgh sohool or attained higher eduoatlon, and 
34 (68%) fathers of eaoh generatlon had not even flnished hlgh 
sohool. Many of them had no formal eduoatlon.42(see TABLE 7) 
42 HoweTar, some of these people were said to have had family 
tutors ln the old days when their families were able to afford 
them. 
TABLE 7 
EDUCKI'IONAL ATTAINMENT OF THE FATHERS' OF THE FIRST AND SECOND 
GENERATIONS OF CHI"NESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO 
AREA 
Educatlon Flrst Generatlon Second Generatlon Number Per Cent Number Per oent 
No torma1 education 15 30 18 36 
Some elementary school 9 18 3 6 
Completed elementary sohool 7 14 7 14 
Some High sohool 3 6 6 12 
Completed Hlgh school 5 10 8 16 
Some College 5 10 4 8 
Completed College 2 4 4 8 
Graduate or Professlonal 4 8 0 0 
Total 50 100% 50 100% 
The educatlonal attalnment of the mothers of the two gener-
atlons also showed no slgnlflcant dlfferenoe. 45 (90%) mothers 
of the FG had less than hlgh sohool educatlon and 28 (56%) of them 
had no formal educatlon. only S (10%) had completed hlgh sohool. 
43 mothers of the SG (86%) had less than hlgh sohoo1 eduoatlon. 
but 5 (lO%)had oompleted high school and two (4%)had reoelved 
hlgher education. (See TABLE 8) 
TABLE 8 
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF THE MOTHERS OF THE FIRST AND SECOND 
GENERATIONS OF CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO 
AREA / 
Education I First Generation . Second Generation Number Per cent Number Per cent 
No formal education 28 56 29 58 
Some elementary school 10 20 4 8 
Completed elementary school 2 4 7 14 
Some high school 5 10 3 6 
Completed high school 5 10 5 10 
some College 0 0 1 2 
Completed College 0 0 1 2 
Graduate and Professional 0 0 0 0 
Total 50 100% 50 100,% 
statistical Analysis in this study 
The statistical technique used in the pI'esent study to 
analyze the data concerning attitudes toward medical care and 
modern advance in medicine is the chi-square distribution with a 
level of .05 significance. 
CHAPTER III 
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCES IN ATTITUDE TOWARD MEDICAL 
CARE BETWEEN FIRST GENERATION OF CHINESE-AMERICANS AND 
SECOND GENERATION OF CHINESE-AMERICANS IN 
THE CHICAGO AREA 
This ohapter presents a oomparative analysis of the attitude 
toward medioal care among the first generation and the seoond gen-
eration of Chinese-Amerioans in the Chicago area. It has been 
hypothesized that the first generation of Chinese-Americans would 
avail themselves of medioal oare less frequently than the second 
generation. It has been said that the Chinese often rely upon 
home remedies, and that those who are immigrants are espeoially 
apt to let a disease run.ii ts oourse either through indifference, 
laok of money and medioal servioes or for many reasons fear of 
contaot with the larger sooiety, of oonsulting a dootor or going 
to a hospital. On the other hand. those Chinese who were born 
in the United States of Amerioa are more apt to have acoepted pre-
vailing health standards and proper health eduoation. 
The analysis of attitude toward medical oare of the two 
generations was based on suoh oriteria as their attitude toward 
pain; response to pain; response to symptoms of illness, reaotion 
toward treatment while hospitalized, preferenoe for family dootor 
or speoialist; use of regular medioal oheck-ups, dependenoe on 
home therapyc and conoern with artioles on health and medioine. 
Questions were constructed in terms of these criteria: (1) 
attitude toward pain (questions 60, 68); (2) response to pain 
(questions 58, 63-67. 69; (3) responses to symptomspf illness 
(question 50). (4) reaction toward treatment while hospitalized 
(questions 31-36), (5) preference for family doctor or specialist 
(questions 48-49); (6) use of regular medioal cheok-ups (question 
57); (7) dependenoe on home therapy (question 51); (8) oonoern 
with artioles on health and medioine (questions 54-55). (See 
APpendix for questions) 
(1) Attitude Toward Pain 
One's attitude toward pain may affeot how quiokly one seeks 
to avail oneself of medioal care. When pain is recognized cog-
nitively as a matter of importanoe in relation to one's health 
state, certain kinds of care must be oonferred acoording to the 
kind of apprehension one experiences whioh in turn is based on 
one's health baokground and custom. Mark Zborowski's pain study 
assumed that the members of different oultures may act differentl~ 
toward various types of pain. He Singled out two attitudes to-
ward pain desoribed as pain expentanoy and pain aooeptance. By 
pain expeotanoy he means antiCipation of pain as being unavoid-
able in a given situation, and pain acoeptance is a willingness 
to experience pain. He thought that this attitude of pain aco-
eptanoe is manifested mostly as an ineVitable component of cul-
turally aocepted experienoes, for instanoe, as part initiation 
p 
. 4, 
r1tes or part of med1cal treatment. 
To study the acoeptance of pa1n by f1rst and second gener-
at10n of Ch1nese-Amer1cans the quest10n "Do you th1~ that having 
pa1n 1s necessary?" was asked. The result showed that eleven 
(22%) of the FG and eighteen (,6%) of the BG considered that 
having pain was neoessary. They felt that pain was necessary be-
cause it is a sign or warning which ind1cates someth1ng is wrong 
with one's body. and because sometimes pain 1s unavoidable under 
certain medioal treatment. However. thirty eight (16%) of the Fa 
considered that having pain was not necessary. and twenty tive 
(50%) of the BG also thought it was not neoessary. (Bee TABLE 9) 
4'Mark Zborowsk1. "Cultuaa1 Components in Responses to Pain", 
in Patients Physician and Illness, edited by Gartly Jaco, Glenoo, 
Ill1no1s: The Free Press, 1960 seoond print1ng, p. 258. 
TABLE 10 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "DO 
YOU THINK THAT EMOTIONAL EXPRESSIONS ARE HELP~UL FOR 
THE RELIEF OF PAIN EXPERIENCE?" 
Flrst Generatlon Second Generat10n Answers 
N=,SO N=,SO 
Yes 19 24 
No 2,S 22 
Unoertain 6 4 
Total ,SO ,SO 
p ) .O,S 
(2) Response to Pain 
The questlons asked ln thls sectlon are conoerned With the 
patlent's reaotlon toward pain 1n terms of a demand tor re11ef 
and h1s read1ness to complain of pa1n before the doctor and h1s 
fam11y. Although accord1ng to the above data we found that the 
FG Ch1nese-Amer1cans tend to th1nk that having pa1n 1s not necess-
ary. forty two(84%) ot the FG would call tor re11ef when they 
have pa1n. (See TABLE 11) 
TABLE 11 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "WHEN 
YOU HAVE PAIN, DO YOU CALL FOR RELIEF?"; 
First Generation Seoond Generation Answers NaSO NaSO 
Yes 42 34 
No 8 14 
Unoertain - 0 2* 
Total so so 
P ~ .05 
*Two was added to the "No" oategory of the SG because the eX-
peoted value in any oall should never be less than 5 in the use 
of Chi Square. 
With regard to the question "Do you feel free to oomplain ot 
your pain to a dootor or a nurse?" forty nine members (98%) ot 
the FG and forty seven (94%) ot the SG do feel free to oomplain 
of their pain to a dootor or a nurse. However, there is a differ-
enoe in attitude between the two generations as regards whether 
or not they should oomplain to the1r fam11y. Most ot the SG telt 
that 1 t was not natural to oomplain a great deal to the fam1ly 
about the1r pain wh1le the FG was qUite evenly d1 Tided on the 
qUest1on. (See TABLE 12) 
TABLE 12 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "DO 
YOU THINK IT NATURAL TO COMPLAIN OF YOUR PAIN A GREAT 
Answers 
Yes 
No 
Unoertain 
Total 
2 X=18.? 
DEAL TO YOUR FAMILY? 
First Generation 
N-50 
25 
23 
2 
50 
Seoond Generation 
N=50 
6 
44 
0 
50 
P <. .05 
However, responses to question "Do you think it natural to 
oa11 for help trom members of your family?" are more or less the 
same. Most of the members of the 11wo generations felt that it was 
natural to oa11 for help trom the members of their family, and to 
expeot spmpathy trom them. Most of the SG prefer to be lett alone 
when they are in pain, but most of the FG prefer to be oared for 
by others. (See TABLE 13) After the pain has been relieved, most 
members of both generations feel seoure. This is indioated by 
answers to the question "Does the relief trom pain give you 
seourity?" 
TABLE 13 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "WHEN 
YOU ARE IN PAIN, DO YOU PREFER TO BE LEFT' ALO~ OR TO 
Answers 
Alone 
Cared for by 
Unoertain 
Total 
BE CARED FOR BY OTHERS?" 
others 
2 X-7.86 
First Generation 
N=50 
19 
29 
2 
50 
(3) Response to Symptoms of Illness 
Seoond Generation 
N=50 
33 
14 
3 
50 
P < .05 
The subjeots were asked whether or not they would oonsult a 
dootor immediately if they experienoed oertain symptoms, eisht 
were listed. These symptoms are: oough any time during the day 
or night whioh lasted for three weeks; getting tired for weeks at 
a time for no speoial reason: skin rash or breaking out on any 
part of the body; diahhrea (loose bowel movements) for four or 
five days: shortness of breath even after light work; unexplained 
loss of over ten poUnds in weight; repeated pains in or near the 
heart; sore throat or running nose with a fever as high as 100 F 
for a day or more. In general, almost all of the subjeots of 
these two generations oonsidered these symptoms would reqUire 
them to see a doctor immediately. The differenoes between the tW( 
generations do not indicate any signifioanoe in terms of their 
, 
response to these symptoms of illness. (See TABLE 14) 
TABLE 14 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "IF YOU 
HAVE SYMPTOMS AS FOLLOWS, DO YOU SEE A DOCTOR IMMEDIATELY?" 
o. Skin rash or breaki~ 
out on any part of 
the body. 
Yes 
No 
Total 
2 
X=.38 
28 
22 
1)0 
32 
18 
P> .05 
TABLE 14 (Cont1nued) 
F1rst Generat10n a~OOM Answers enerat10n symptoms N=50 N=50 
d. D1arrhea (loose Yes 42 37 
bowel movement) fc No 8 13 
for four or f1ve Total 50 50 
days. 
2 
x=2.17 p., .05 
e. Shortness of Yes 34 36 
breath even after No 16 14 
l1ght work. Total 50 50 
2 
x=.047 P '/ .05 
f. Unexpla1ned loss Yes 40 36 
of over ten No 9 12 
pounds 1n we1ght. Total 49 --ern 
2 
x-l.03 P '1 .05 
g. Repeated pa1ns Yes 47 45 
1n or near the No 3 "5 
heart. Total 50 30 
2 
x=.13 P ,.05 
h. Sore throat or Yes 30 21 
running nose with No 20 29 
a fever h1gh as Total 50 50 
100F for a day or 
more X' 3.508 P ) .05 
pt 49 
Forty eight (96%) of the Fa and forty five (90%) ot the SG 
would see a dootor immedlately it they had a cough at anT tlme du~~ 
ing the day or night which persisted for three weeks~ Forty 
s~ven (94%) ot the PG and forty flve (90%) of the SG considered 
repeated palns ln or near the heart requlred a dootor's 1mmedlate 
attentlon. If they had a case 01 diarrhea tor four or flve days, 
forty two (8~) of the PG and thlrty seven (74%) ot the sa see a 
doctor lmmedlately. Fo~y (80%) ot the FG and thirty six (72%) 
ot the sa thought they should see a doctor lmmedlately lf they 
had an unexplained loss of welght over ten pounds. It they were 
bothered by shortness of breath even after llght work, thirty 
four (68%) of the PG and thlrty six (72%) of the sa would see a 
~ootor immediately. Thirty members (60%) of the Fa and twenty 
~ne (42%) of the sa oonsidered that they should see a dootor 
~mmediately i1 they had sore throat or running nose with a fever 
~s high as 100 F for a day or more. If they felt tlred for weeks 
~t a time for no speoial reason, twenty eight (56%) of the Fa and 
Ithirty three (66%) of thEt;Sa said they would see a doctor lmmedl-
11 tely. Twenty eight (56$) of the FG and thirty two (64%) of the 
~a sald that they would see a doctor immediately when they had a 
rash or were broken out on any part ot the body. 
~4) Reaction Toward Treatment While Hospitalized 
In this section, before a comparative analysis of the sub-
~ects' reaction toward the treatment Whioh they received trom the 
octor while hospitallzed is discussed, a brief record of thelr 
.JV 
last illness or injury will be presented in TABLE 15. Child 
birth ranks first as a cause for hospitalization, next come 
ulcers which are most common among men of the FG. T"i1is seems to 
indicate an important difference between the first and second gen-
erations in the United states. The first generation Chinese-
Americans as immigrants must adjust themselves to the host cul-
ture and thus are apt to live a more stressful life than Chinese 
of second generation who are born and reared within the host 
cu1ture. 44 
44 In Chapter 2, the characteristics of the sample studied show-
ed that the FG tended to earn less family annual income than the 
SG, and their educational attainments were generally lower than 
those of the SG. 
TABLE 15-1 
DISTRIBUTION OF ILLNESS AND INJURY AMONG FIRST AND SECOND 
GENERATIONS OF CHINESE-AMERICAN FEMALES IN THE CHICAGO AREA 
First Generation 
Illness 
Heel and belly 
trouble 
Brain tumor 
Neuro-surgery 
Varioose vein 
Dizziness 
Bleeding 
stomaoh trouble 
Influenza 
Female surgery 
Child birth 
Number 
~( 25) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
14 
Seoond Generation 
Illness Number 
(25) 
Aooessory breast 
removed 1 
Virus 1 
Cervioa1 biopsy 1 
Canoer 1 
Pneumonia 1 
Ga11blader operat~on 1 
Cyst operation (Ovary) 1 
Female surgery 5 
Child birth 9 
Influenza 1 
Aooident 3 
---.--.-~ .. -~~~.-.~- .. -... , .... ~~.--.--~ .. ----"".~ .... -.. -~-.-.. ---~-.---- .... -------------------1 
Total 25 Total 25 
TABLE 15-2 
DISTRIBUTION OF ILLNESS AND INJURY AMONG FIRST AND 
SECOND GENERATIONS OF CHINESE-AMERICAN MALES IN. THE 
CHI CAGO AREA / 
Flrst Generatlon Seoond Generatlon 
Illness Number Illness Number 
_(25) ( 25) 
suspect Appendlo1tls 1 Appendlo1tls 2 
Sp1nal trouble 1 Bronohitls 1 
Pneumonla 2 Urlne and Gallbladder 1 
Dlabetes 1 Park1nson's dlsease 1 
Cardlovasoular dlsease , Prostate inteotlon 1 
Internal bleed1ng 1 Fistula 1 
Tuberoulosis 2 Ulcer 2 
Ulcer 6 Tonsi11tis 1 
High blood pressure 1 Pneumonia 2 
Gas polson 1 Influenza , 
Rheumatism 1 Chest ~ain 1 
Accldents 5 Swollen gland 1 
Mental disease 1 
Mallgnant tumor 1 
Acoidents 6 
Total 25 Total 25 
Most of the illness for which the respondents were hospital-
ized dAted back from two to five years ago. (See TABLE 15-3)and 
the average length of stay in the hospital was two ~o flve weeks. 
However, more than half of. the FG stayed longer than two weeks. 
(See TABLE 15-4) The majorlty of the two groups were hospita1lzed 
in private hospitals. Only eight (16%) of the SG and flve (10%) 
of the FG were confined in state or munioipa1 hospitals. (See 
TABLE 15-;) 
TABLE 15-3 
DISTRIBUTION OF HOW LONG AGO HOSPITALIZATION TOOK PLACE AMONG 
FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF CHINESE-AMERICANS IN 
THE CHICAGO AREA 
First Generation Second Generation 
Years N ;0 N 50 
One year or less 13 12 
2-5 years ago 23 19 
6-10 years ago 6 9 
11 or more years ago 8 10 
Total 50 50 
x=4.59 X=5.21 
TABLE 15-4 
DISTRIBUTION OF LENGTH OF STAY IN THE HOSPITAL AMOIjG FIRST AND 
SECOND GENERATIONS OF CHINESE-AMERI CANS IN THE CHI CAGO AREA 
Length of Stay First Generation Seoond Generation N=50 N=50 
One week or less 21 36 
2-4 weeks 21 9 
5-8 weeks 4 2 
9 weeks and more 4 3 
Total 50 50 
X=2.92 x=2.06 
TABLE 15-5 
DISTRIBUTION OF TYPE OF HOSPITAL IN WHICH FIRST AND SECOND 
GENERATIONS OF CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA 
WERE CONFI NED 
Type of Hospital First Generation Seoond Generation N=50 N=50 
Private 45 41 
state or Munioipal 5 8 
Clinio 0 1 
Total 
.50 50 
Most of the subjeots of the Fa and the SG reported that 
their dootors visited them onoe a day while they were in the hos-
pital. Nine (18%) of the FG and seven (14%) of the,SG said their 
dootor visited them two to three times a day. Eleven (22%) ot thE 
FG and ten (20%) ot the SG said their dootor vi si ted them fre-
quently. (See TABLE 16) 
TABLE 16 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "HOW 
MANY TIMES DID YOUR DOCTOR VISIT YOU?" 
Number of visits First Generation Seoond Generation 
N-50 N-50 
Onoe a day .30 .3.3 
2-.3 times a day 9 7 
Infrequent 11 10 
Total 50 50 
Based on these statistios we tound that the SG felt that the 
number of visits by their dootor were enough to take oare of the 
kind of pain or disoomfort they were experienoing. However, only 
thirty six (72%) ot the FG telt the same way, and fourteen of 
them felt that the number of visits by their dootor were not 
enough to take oare of the kind of pain or disoomfort they were 
~xperienoing. (See TABLE 17) 
TABLE 17 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QEESTION "WERE 
THE NUMBER OF VISITS BY YOUR DOCTOR, IN YOUR OP/INION , 
ENOUGH TO TAKE CARE OF THE KIND OF PAIN OR 
Answers 
Yes 
No 
Unoertain 
Total 
DISCOMFORT YOU WERE EXPERIENCING?" 
2 X=4.1S 
First Generation 
N=50 
)6 
12 
2 
50 
Seoond Generation 
N=SO 
45 
.5 
0 
50 
p( .05 
In regard to the question of oonfidenoe in their dootor, 
forty six (92%) of the FG and forty two of the SG (84%) said that 
they were oonfident in him. Four (8%) of the FG and three (6%) 
of the SG reported they had harbored doubt about their dootor, and 
five (lO%) of the SG answered they were unoertain. This has no 
statistioal signifioanoe. (See TABLE 18) 
TABLE J.8 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "DID 
YOU HAVE CONFIDENCE IN THE DOCTOR WHO TREATED "YOU OR 
DID YOU HARBOR ANY DOUBTS?" 
Confidenoe First Generation Seoond Generation 
N=50 N=50 
Confidenoe 46 42 
Doubt 4 3 
Unoertain 0 5 
Total 50 50 
2 
X= 5.32 p ,. .05 
The responses to the question "Did you feel that the dootor 
took a personal interest in you?" also did not indioate any sta-
tistioa1 signifioanoe. Thirty five (70%) of the FG and thirty 
eight (76%) of the SG felt that their dootor took a personal 
interest in them. Fifteen (30%) of the FG and twelve (24%) of 
the SG did not feel or were unoertain that their dootor took a 
personal interest in them. (See TABLE 19) 
TABLE 19 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "DIDI! 
YOU FEEL THAT THE DOCTOR TOOK A PERSONAL INTEREST/IN YOU?" 
Answers 
Yes 
No 
Uncertain 
Total 
2 X-l.12 
First Generation 
N=50 
35 
9 
6 
50 
Second Generation 
N-5O 
38 
9 
3 
50 
P > .05 
In general, more members of the SG than those of the first 
said that the dootor gave the klnd of satlsfaotion they wanted in 
terms of the nature of symptoms, prognosis and relief when the 
dootor visited them. In terms of symptoms forty three (86%) of 
the FG and forty five (90%) of the SG felt satisfied wlth the 
dootor. With the doctor's prognosls forty two (84%) of the FG 
and forty four (88%) of the SG were satisfied. In terms of re-
lief forty one (82%) of the FG and forty four (88%) of the SG 
were satisfled. Again there is no statistloal slgnificance. 
(See TABLE 20) 
Whl1e they were in the hospital, most of the subjeots from 
~oth generatlons said that they dld not dlreot the physloian's 
attention to some aspect of their illness. But a few of them did. 
(seventeen of the SG - 34%), (and fifteen - 30% of the FG). There 
is also no statistical significance in this di fference •. (See 
/ 
TABLE 21) 
TABLE 20 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "WHEN 
THE DOCTOR VISITED YOU, DID HE GIVE YOU THE KIND OF 
SATISFACTION YOU WANTED IN TERMS OF NATURE OF 
SYMPTOMS. PROGNOSIS AND RELIEF?" 
Satisfaction Answers First Generation 1 Second Generation 
in terms of N-50 i N-50 
I 
a.Symptoms Yes I 43 45 
No 7 I 5 
Total 50 50 
x'.09 p > .05 
b.Prognosis Yes 42 44 
No 8 6 
Total 50 50 
2 
x-.08 p > .05 
c.Relief Yes 41 44 
No 9 6 
Total 50 50 
2 X-.31 P > .05 
vv 
TABLE 21 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "WHEN 
YOU WERE IN THE HOSPITAL, DID YOU DIRECT THE PHYSICIAN"S 
ATTENTION TO SOME ASPECT OF YOUR ILLNESS?" 
First Generation Second Generation Answers N-50 N-50 
Yes 15 17 
No 35 33 
Total 50 50 
2 
x-.46 P> .05 
So far, the response toward treatment while hospitalized 
given by the first and second generations of Chinese-Americans 
seems to indicate the following. The Chinese-Amerioans of the 
first generation in this study tend to think that the number of 
visits by their doctor were not enough to take care of the kind of 
pain or discomfort they were experiencing. However, in general, 
the differences between the FG and the SG in terms of confidence 
in the doctor, whether the doctor took a personal interest in them 
or not, whether the doctor gave them the kind of satisfaction they 
wanted in terms of the nature of symptoms, prognosis and relief, 
whether they directed their doctor to some aspect of their illness 
do not indicate any statistical significance. 
Preferenoe for Faml1yDootor or Speola1lst 
The data on preferenoe for faml1y dootor or speola1lst were 
oolleoted on the basls of two questions. The first,Auestlon was 
"In your opinion, is there any advanta.ge in oonsu1tlng a speola1-
ist rather than a general praotltioner?" The answers to this ques-
tlon do not reveal any statlstloa1 slgnlfioanoe. However, forty 
one (82%) of the FG and thirty eight (76%) of the SG felt that 
there was advantage in oonsulting a speoia1ist. One (2%) of the 
FG and three (6%) of the SG oonsidered that there was no advan-
tage. (See TABLE 22) 
TABLE 22 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "IN 
YOUR OPINION f IS THERE ANY ADVANTAGE IN CONSULTING A 
SPECIALIST RATHER THAN A GENERAL PRACTITIONER?" 
Answers 
Yes 
No 
Unoertain 
Total 
First Generation 
2 X~1.70 
N=50 
41 
1 
8 
50 
Seoond Generation 
N=50 
38 
3 
9 
50 
P> .05 
Nine members (18%) of the SG answered that they were uncertain be-
oause they felt that whether they would oonsu1t either a special-
ist or a general praotitioner must depend upon what~ind of ill-
ness they might have. Eight (16%) of the FG also felt uncertain. 
The second question was "Would you prefer to have your 
family doctor (if you have one) examine you before contacting a 
speCialist?" It was discovered that most of the subjects of the 
SG interviewed do not have a general practitioner as family 
doctor, but they go to various speCialists, such as gynaeoologist 
for the mother and pediatrician for the ohi1dren. They explained 
that they did this because general praotitioners are becoming hard 
to get. Most of the dootors tend to specialize in one field now-
adays.45The answers to this question showed that forty one (82%) 
of the FG and thirty six (72%) of the SG would prefer to have a 
family doctor examine them before they oontaoted a specialist. 
However, it has to be kept in. mind that most of the Fa olaimed 
they did not have a family doctor or specialist whom they oon-
sulted regularly. (See TABLE 23) 
45This information was not within the construotion of the 
questionnaire but was obtained through oonversation oonneoted with 
this question. 
VJ 
TABLE 23 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "WOULD 
YOU PREFER TO HAVE YOUR FAMILY DOCTOR (IF YOU HA~ ONE) 
EXAMINE YOU BEFORE CONTACTING A SPECIALIST?" 
Answers 
Yes 
No 
Uncertain 
Total 
First Generation 
N=50 
41 
8 
1 
50 
Seoond Generation 
N-50 
36 
13 
1 
50 
P > .05 
Thirteen members (26%> of the SG and eight (16%) of the FG would 
not prefer to have a family dootor examine them before oontaoting 
a speoia1ist. However. this differenoe in preferenoe is not 
statistioally signifioant. 
In brief, the discrepanoy between the two generations in 
terms of their opin1on on oonsu1ting a speoia1ist rather than a 
general praotitioner. and their preferenoe for family dootor or 
speoialist does not have statistioa1 significance. Most members 
of both generations felt that there was some advantage in oon-
sulting a speoia1ist rather than a general praotitioner, and 
most of them would prefer to have a family doctor examine them 
before they contacted a specialist. 
(6) Use of Regular Med1cal~Check-ups 
The data on use of regular medical check-ups are based on 
the question "Do you have a regular medical check-u:g?t1The result 
showed that twenty seven (54%) of the FG and thirty two (64%) of 
the SG have a regular medical check-up. However, twenty three 
(46%) of the FG and eighteen (36%) of the SG do not have a reg-
ular medical check-up. There is no statistical significance with 
regard to this distribution. (See TABLE 24) This may be due to 
the fact that the sample studied was selected with a requirement 
of having been previously hospitalized. In a sense, this group 
is considered as a control group. From their previous experience, 
they have learned the value of medical check-ups in terms of 
maintaining good health and preventing disease. Otherwise, there 
might be significant differenoe between the first and second gen-
erations of Chinese-Americans in terms of the use of regular 
medical obeck-ups. 
TABLE 24 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "DO YOU 
HAVE A REGULAR MEDICAL CHECK-UP?" 
Answers 
Yes 
No 
Total 
2 XII:. 66 
First Generation 
N=50 
27 
23 
50 
(7) Dependence on Home Therapy 
Second Generation 
N-50 
32 
18 
50 
P > .05 
The findings on this item are based on the question ttlf you 
think that you can oure sickness or injury by home therapy, is it 
necessary to go to the doctor?" Only eight (16%) of the FG and 
seven (14%) of the SG considered that they should go to the 
dootor even if they think they oan cure sickness or injury by 
home therapy. Thirty nine (78%) of the FG and forty one (82%) of 
the SG said that it is not necessary to go to the dootor if they 
think that they oan cure siokness or injury by home therapy. 
There is no statistioa1 signifioance in this distribution. (See 
TABLE 25) 
TABLE 25 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "IF YOU 
THINK THAT YOU CAN CURE SICKNESS OR INJURY BY HOM;E THERAPY, 
IS IT NECESSARY TO GO TO THE DOCTOR?" / 
Home Therapy 
Yes 
No 
Unoertain 
Total 
2 
x-.05 
First Generation 
N-50 
8 
39 
3 
50 
Seoond Generation 
Na50 
7 
41 
2 
50 
P> .05 
(8) Conoern With Artioles on Health and Medioine 
The data on oonoern with artioles on health and medioine were 
seoured from two questions. The first one was "Do you read the 
health oolumns in newspapers and newspaper artioles about health?" 
These were answered in three oategories: frequently, only oooasion 
ally and hardly ever. There is no statistioal signifioant diff-
erenoe between these two generations in terms of this habit. The 
answers showed that fifteen of the SG (30%)oand thirteen (26%) of 
the FG read the health oolumns in newspapers frequently. Twenty 
four (48%) in both generations read them only oooasionally and 
thirteen (26%)ot the FG and eleven (22%) of the SG hardly ever 
read them. (See TABLE 26) 
TABLE 26 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "DO YOU 
READ THE HEALTH COLUMNS IN NEWSPAPERS, AND NEWSEAPER 
ARTICLES ABOUT HEALTH?" ' 
Answers First Generation Second Generation N=50 N=50 
Frequently 13 15 
Only occasionally 24 24 
Hardly ever 13 11 
Total 50 50 
2 X= .3 P > .05 
The second question was "Have you read any magazine columns or 
articles about health and mediCine in the last month?" The re-
sult revealed that most of the FG have not read any such articles 
in the last month but a great number of SG have read them. This 
difference between the two generations has statistical signif-
icance. (See TABLE 27) 
TABLE 27 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "HAVE 
YOU READ ANY MAGAZINE COLUMNS OR ARTI CLES ABOUT ,HEALTH 
AND MEDICINE IN THE LAST MONTH?1t 
Answers First Generation Second Generation N=50 N=50 
Yes 8 22 
No 41 27 
Uncertain 1 1 
Total 50 50 
2 
x=9.43 p( .05 
09 
SUMMARY 
According to the result of this research, the members of the 
FG tend to think that having pain is not necessary,/therefore, 
they call for relief when they have pain5 Most of them consider 
that it is natural to complain a great deal about one's pain to 
their family and they also prefer to be cared for by others. 
They said that they were not quite satisfied with the number of 
visits by their doctor while they were hospitalized. They had 
not read articles about health and medicine in magazines in the 
month prior to the interview. On the other hand, most members of 
the SG consider that having pain is necessary because pain fre-
quently indicates something is wrong with one's body and because 
sometimes pain is unavoidable under certain medical treatment. 
They tended to call for relief less than the FG when they had 
pain. They did not think that it was natural to complain a great 
deal about their pain to their family and they would prefer to be 
left alone rather than to be oared for by others. With regard to 
the number of visits by the dootor while they were hospitalized, 
they tended to be more satisfied with the number of viSits made by 
their dootor than the FG. And most members of the SG olaimed that 
they had read artio1es about health and medioine in a magazine 
during the month prior to the interview. This indicates that the 
SG of this sample studied seemS to be more involved in the 
Ameri oan culture than the FG. 
However. there is no evidence of difference between the two 
generations to be found s1ilatistically from this study in terms of 
attitude toward medical care on such criteria as response to 
symptoms of illness, preference for family doctor or specialist, 
use of regular medical check-ups, dependence on home therapy and 
concern with articles in newspapers about health and mediCine. 
This might be due to the fact that this is a limited study and 
used only those from the total population who had been previous-
ly hospitalized. Otherwise, it is possible that there would be 
differences in attitudes toward medioal oare between the two 
generations in terms of these criteria. 
CHAPTER IV 
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF DIPFERENCBS IN AT'l'I'l'UDI TOWARD MODBBN 
ADVANOES IN MBDICINI BE1VDN FI:aSl' GENERATION OP OBINIS)" 
AMERICANS AND SICORD GDBBATION OP CBINISI-AMBRICAN$ 
IN THE aHICAGO ABIA / 
Thls port10n of the thesls W1ll report and analyze the re-
sult from the emplr1cal qu.sidon "Are there slgn1t1oant ditteren-
oes 1n attl tudes between these two groups regard1Dg the aooept-
ance ot modern advanoes 1n me4101ne?" Prom past study. lt bas 
been learned that most patiellts would 11ke to haft What they be-
lleve to be good teohmoal oarel however, the, oonsider that 
perscmal illterest ot the dootor in the patient is equa111 import-
ant, sinoe wlthout 1t the dootor oamot use hls tull oompetellCe. 
The trend of modern med101ne in reoent years bas beoome more and 
more dependent UPOIl a ..... r1ed array at oolleagues aM. medical or-
gam..tlona whioh stal'ld outslde the 1&1 00JlllJll.Ul1 'by that the prao-
tloe serves. It seeDlS that me41oa1 care 1s no lODger dlrect1,. 
rooted. ln the c11ent dema!l4.asit was ln 'the past. fh1a is .s-
pecial1, so in the Amer10an soole"" today. Varlous kinds ot 
medical organizationa, health programs, insuranoe pollcles have 
emerged from the demand ot a h1ghly industrlalized aDd urbamzed 
communi t,. People otten have to go tbrough some kind ot organlz-
at10_1 prooedures in order to get the kind ot serv10e or pro-
tection tbey nee4. SUch a prooess might be eaaier tor those who 
have been raised ln and aooustomed to 'thls klnd ot soclety to 
tollow than those who come trom another soclety. This can be ap-
plied to this study among tbe two generations ot Ohinese-A:m.er1cans~ 
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Sinoe the Chinese immigrants are a group of people deeply enrooted 
in herbalist tradition and they are used to having direot oontaot 
with dootor or herbist for medioal oare, they proba91y would re-
aot differently toward modern medioine from those Chinese who werE 
born and reared in this oountry. 
The data oonoerned with this portion of investigation of 
the differenoes in attitude toward modern medioine were based on 
suoh oriteria as aooeptanoe of treatment With modern medioa1 in-
struments, ooverage by health insuranoe, use of herbs or animal 
parts, and preferenoe for government oontro11ed or private med-
ioa1 faoilities. Questions were dispersed throughout the struo-
tured interview schedule whioh related to these oriteria: (1) ao-
oeptance of treatment with modern medical instruments (questions 
29. Do the instruments in the doctor's office or in the hospital 
oause fear in you?); (2) coverage by health insuranoe (question 
78. Do you think that health insuranoe is necessary even if you 
are not ill or should be hospitalized? 25. Do you have health in-
surance? 25A. If yes, please specify. 26. Has any health insur-
anoe you own been purchased through your oompany?); (3) use of 
herbs or animal parts (question 52. Do you depend upon herbs or 
animal parts when you are sick?): (4) preference for government 
oontro11ed or private medioa1 faoi1ities (question 28. Are you 
in favor of sooia1ized medicine? 81. In what kind of hospital 
would you prefer to be hospitalized?) The answers to these 
questions will be analyzed statistioa11y in the folloWing sections. 
(J 
(1) Acceptance of Treatment with Modern Medlcal Instruments 
The lnformatlon on acceptance of treatment with modern med-
lcal lnstruments ln relatlon to these two generatlon~ was collect-
/ 
ed from the questlon "Do the lnstruments ln the doctor's office 01 
ln the hospital cause fear ln you?" Among the FG nine (18%) ad-
mltted that the lnstruments ln the doctor's offlce or ln the 
hospltal caused fear in them, and among the SG eleven (22%) also 
admitted the same thing. Forty (80%) of the FG and thirty seven 
(74%) of the SG said that the instruments ln the doctor's office 
or ln the hospital do not cause fear in them. Only one (2%) of 
the FG and two (4%) of the SG were uncertaln about It. There is 
no statistical signlflcance in these dlfferences. (See TABLE 28) 
TABLE 28 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "DO THE 
INSTRUMENTS IN THE DOCTOR"S OFFICE OR IN THE HOSPITAL 
Answers 
Yes 
No 
Uncertain 
Total 
2 
X-.902 
CAUSE FEAR IN YOU?" 
First Generatlon 
N-SO 
9 
40 
1 
so 
• 
Second Generation 
N-SO 
11 
37 
2 
so 
P > .OS 
(2) Purohase of Health Insuranoe 
The data on att1tude toward and purohase of health 1nsuranoe 
by the f1rst and seoond generat10ns of Ch1nese-Amer1pans were 
/ 
based on the quest10ns liDo you th1nk that health 1nsuranoe 1s 
neoessary even 1f you are not 111 or should be hosp1ta1ized?" 
and "Do you have health insuranoe?" And also questions as to the 
k1nd of health insuranoe oarried. 
There are no statistioa11y s1gnlfioant differenoes 1n atti-
tude toward ooverage by health insuranoe aooord1ng to the results. 
Most of the members of both generations felt that health insur-
anoe is neoessary even 1f they are not ill or should be hosp1ta1-
ized. Only five (10%) of the FG and two (4%) of the SG felt un-
oertain about it. These said that they thought that 1t depends 
on one's health oondition and onets financial ability. A person 
does not get sick or injured every day; therefore, if one seldom 
gets siok or injured. and one is finanoia11y able to manage the 
situation, direot payment oan be even less oost1y than having 
health insuranoe in a long run. (See TABLE 29) 
The majority of members of both generations carry health in-
suranoe either through group or individual purchase. Forty tour 
(88%) of the FG and forty five (90%) of the SG reported they 
oarried health insuranoe. However. s1x (12%) of the FG and f1ve 
(10%) of the SG did not have any health insuranoe. (See TABLE 30) 
TABLE 29 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "DO YOU 
THINK THAT HEALTH INSURANCE IS NECESSARY EVEN IF YOU ARE 
NOT ILL OR SHOULD BE HOSPITALIZED?" / 
First Generation Second Generation Answers N==.50 N==50 
Yes 45 48 
No 0 0 
Uncertain 
.5 2 
Total 50 50 
X~1.38 P > .0.5 
TABLE 30 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "DO YOU 
HAVE HEALTH INSURANCE?" 
Answers 
Yes 
No 
Total 
2 
X-.102 
First Generation 
N-50 
44 
6 
50 
Second Generation 
N==.50 
4.5 
.5 
.50 
P > .05 
Most of the health insurance carried ino1uded hospital, sur-
gical and medioa1 insurance. Thirty three (66%) of the FG and 
forty one (82%) of the SG reported that their health ,insurance in-
cluded hospital, surgioa1 and medical insurance. Four (8%) of the 
FG and three (6%) of the SG had only hospital and surgioa1 insur-
ance. There were seven (14%) of the FG involved in medicare pro-
gram. The rest of the members in both generations did not have 
any health insurance. (See TABLE 31) 
TABLE 31 
DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIFIC HEALTH INSURANCE CARRIED BY FIRST AND 
SECOND GENERATIONS OF CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA 
Answers 
Hospital insurance 
Surgical insurance 
Medical insurance 
Hospital and surgical 
r-redicare 
Do not have any 
Total 
2 X=3.32 
First Generation Seoond Generation 
} 
M=50 N=50 
33 
4 
7 
6 
50 I 
! 
41 
1 
3 
0 
5 
50 
P) .05 
"('I 
Over half of the health insurance carried by these two gen-
erations had been purchased through the1r company. Exc1ud1ng 
those who do not carry health 1nsurance, thirty fom:.(68,%') of the 
Fa and thirty seven (74%) of the SG sa1d that they had purchased 
the1r 1nsurance through their company. Ten (20%) of the FG and 
eight (16%) of the SG reported that they did not purchase their 
health insurance through the1r company. (See TABLE 32) 
TABLE 32 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "HAS ANY 
HEALTH INSURANCE YOU OWN BEEN PURCHASED THROUGH YOUR COMPANY?" 
First Generation Second Generation Answers N==50 N==50 
Yes 34 37 
No 10 8 
Do not have any 6 5 
I 
Total 
J 
50 50 
(3) Dependenoe on Herbs or Animal Parts 
A differenoe between the two generations in regard to depen-
denoe on herbs or animal parts was found through the question "Do 
/ 
you depend upon herbs or animal parts when you are sick?" The re-
sult revealed that the first generation of Chinese-Amerioans had 
a higher tendenoy to depend upon herbs or animal parts when they 
were sick than the second generation of Chinese-Americans. This 
would indioate that the members of the SG were more involved in 
Amerioan ou1ture and removed from the influenoe of traditional 
Chinese oulture. Therefore, the members of the second generation 
would be more ready to make use of the modern advance in medioine 
as a matter of expedienoe than the members of the first generatior.. 
(See TABLE 33) 
TABLE 33 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "DO YOU 
DEPEND UPON HERBS OR ANIMAL PARTS WHEN YOU ARE SICK?" 
Answers 
Yes 
No 
Unoertain 
Total 
2 X-23.64 
First Generation Seoond Generation 
N-50 N=50 
34 
13 
3 
50 
9 
39 
2 
50 
p( .05 
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(4) Pre terence tor Government-Controlled or Pr1vate Med1cal 
Fac1l1t1es 
The data on preference for government-controlled or pr1vate 
/,/ 
med1cal fac1l1t1es were obta1ned from two quest1ons. The f1rst 
quest10n was flAre you 1n favor of soc1a11zed med1c1ne?" The 
answers g1ven by the two generat10ns d1d not reveal any d1ffer-
ence of stat1st1ca1 s1gn1f1cance. However, th1rty (60%) of the FG 
and n1neteen (38%) of the SG were 1n favor of soc1a11zed med1c1ne. 
There were f1fteen (30%) of the FG and nineteen (38%) of the SG 
not 1n favor of the soc1a11zed med1c1ne. F1ve (10%) of the FG and 
twelve (24%) of the SG were uncerta1n about 1t. (See TABLE 34) 
TABLE 34 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "ARE 
Answers 
Yes 
No 
Uncerta1n 
Total 
YOU IN FAVOR OF SOCIALIZED MEDICINE?" 
2 X=5.84 
F1rst Generat10n 
N=50 
30 
15 
5 
50 
Second Generat10n 
N=50 
19 
19 
12 
50 
P> .05 
The second quest10n was "In what kind of hosp1tal would you 
prefer to be hospita~ized?tt The answers given by the two gener-
ations to this question showed that Chinese-Americans of the SG 
ou 
have a hlgher tendency to prefer to be hospl tall. zed ln a prl vate 
hospltal than the flrst. There were thlrty nine (78%) of the FG 
and forty slx (92%) of the SG who sald that they WO~d prefer to 
be hospltallzed ln a prlvate hospltal. Only four (8%) of the FG 
and one (2%) of the SG preferred to be hospltalized ln state or 
municlpa1 hosplta1 •. There were seven (14%) of the FG and three 
(6,%) of the SG with no preference. (See TABLE 35) 
TABLE 35 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "IN WHAT 
KIND OF HOSPITAL WOULD YOU PREFER TO BE HOSPITALIZED?" 
Answers 
Private 
Munlclpa1 or state 
No preference 
Total 
2 X-5.:31 
First Generation Second Generatlon 
N=50 N=50 
39 46 
1 
4 1 
7 :3 
50 50 
p( .05 
Thls signiflcant difference between these two generations 
seems to indicate that the Chinese-Amerlcans of the seoond genera-
tion tend to be more self-reliant and self-suffioient than those 
of the first generation. The seoond generation have beoome more 
46 like the American as described by Francis L. K. Hsu. 
46 
FranCis L. K. Hsu, Op.cit. 
Summary 
According to the data obtained with regard to the attitudes 
toward modern advance in medicine. there are sign1f~oantdifferen· 
ces between the Chinese-Americans of the first generation and the 
Chinese-Amerioans of the seoond generation in terms of dependence 
upon herbs or animal parts and preferenoe for attending certain 
kind of hospitals. The first generation seems to have a hlgher 
tendenoy to depend upon herbs or animal parts for the1r siokness 
than the seoond generat10n. The seoond generat10n tends to be 
more 1n favor of private med1ca1 fao111t1es as opposed to govern-
ment-controlled facilities. There are no signif10ant differenoea 
in att1tude toward modern med1oa1 1nstruments 1n the dootor's 
off1oe or in the hospital and purohase of health insuranoe. In 
faot, muoh health 1nsurance oan be purohased through group polioy 
at low cost, and many companies would require the1r employees to 
purchase health insuranoe. Therefore. most members of both gener-
ations oarry health insuranoe. In short, the members of the 
seoond generation seem to be more ready to aooept modern advanoe 
1n med101ne as a matter of exped1ence s1noe they are more removed 
from the inf1uenoe of traditional Ch1nese ou1ture and they have a 
greater contaot w1th the Amerioan culture than the members of the 
f1rst generation. 
CHAPTER V 
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCES IN ATTITUDE TOWARD MEDICAL 
CARE Ai'.J1) MODERN ADVANCES IN MEDICINE BETWEEN FII)ST GEN-
ERATION OF CHINESE-AIV£ERICANS AND SECOND GENERATION OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA CROSS 
CLASSIFIED BY EDUCATION AND PLACE OF 
RESIDENCE 
In the previous chapters answers to eight questions revealed 
certain significant differenoes in the attitudes of first and 
seoond generations of Chinese-Amerioans toward medioa1 oare and 
modern advanoes in medioine. In this ohapter these signifioant 
differenoes will be oross olassified in relation to the eduoation-
al attainment and plaoe of residence (in Chinatown or outside it) 
of the members of the two genefations. Educational attainment is 
considered in terms of whether an individual has completed high 
sohoo1 or not. 
(1) Signifioant Differenoes Cross Classified by Eduoation 
Responses to the question "Do you think that having pain is 
necessary?" given by members of the first and second generations 
showed signifioant differenoes in attitude toward pain. Seventy 
six per oent of the FG as oompared with fifty per oent of the SG 
thought that having pain was not neoessary. On the other hand, 
twenty two per oent of the FG as oompared with thirty six per 
oent of the SG thought that having pain was neoessary. (See TABLE 
36-1) 
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TABLE 36-1 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "DO YOU 
THINK THAT HAVING PAIN IS NECESSARY?" /' 
Flrst Generatlon Second Generatlon Answers Number, % Number % 
'Yes 11 22 18 36 
No 38 76 2S SO 
Uncertaln 1 2 7 :1,4 
Total 50 100% SO 100% 
Among the flrst generatlon. twenty seven were hlgh school 
graduates and twenty three were non-hlgh school graduates. 
Elghty three per cent of the non-hlgh sohool graduates thought 
that havlng paln was not necessary. and only seventy per cent ot 
the hlgh school graduates also thought lt was not necessary. How-
ever. thlrty per oent of the hlgh school graduates as oompared 
wlth thlrteen per cent ot the non-hlgh school graduates thought 
that havlng paln was necessary. Among the second generatlon, 
forty three were hlgh sohool graduates and only seven were not 
hlgh school graduates. Forty nine per cent ot the hlgh school 
graduates asoompared with tlft, seven per cent of the non-hlgh-
school graduates thought that h$v1ng paln was not necessary. 
Thlrty seven per cent ot the hlgh school graduates consldered 
that hav1ng paln was necessary as oompared with twenty nine per 
oent of those who were not high-school graduates. This distrib-
ution seems to reveal the fact that those who have obtained more 
eduoation tend to think that having pain is necesaar1 and thoae 
/ 
who have had lesa eduoation tend to oonsider that having pain is 
not necessary. (See TABLE 36-2) 
TABLE 36-2 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY HIGH-SCHOOL GRADUATE AND NON-
HIGH-SCHOOL GRADUATE FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF CHINESE-
AMERI CANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "DO YOU THINK 
THAT HAVING PAIN I S NECESSARY?" 
First Generation Second Generation 
Non- !'I on-High-school High-school High-school High-school 
Answers 
Number 
Yes 8 
No . 19 
Uncertain 0 
I 
Total ! 27 
I 
30 
70 
o 
100% 
Number 
3 
19 
1 
23 
% Num her % Number % 
l~ 
83 
4 
100% 
16 
21 
6 
37 
49 
14 
43 100% 
2 
4 
1 
29 
57 
14 
7 100% 
However, the differences in attitude toward pain between 
the first and the second generations still remain substantially 
unc8anged. 
The responses to the question "When you have pain do you 
call for relief?" given by the two generations showed that the 
members of the first generation have a stronger tendency to call 
for re1lef when they have paln than those of the SG. (See TABLE 
37-1) 
TABLE 37-1 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "WHEN 
YOU HAVE PAIN DO YOU CALL FOR RELIEF?" 
Flrst Generatlon Seoond Generatlon 
Answers % Numbe.r % Number 
Yes 42 84 34 68 
No 8 16 14 28 
Unoertaln 0 0 2 4 
Total 50 100% 50 100% 
Of the flrst generatlon, elghty one per oent of the hlgh-
sohoo1 graduates and elghty seven per oent of the non-hlgh-sohoo1 
graduates reported that they would oa11 for re1lef when they have 
paln. On the other hand, nineteen per oent of the hlgh-sohoo1 
graduates and thlrteen per oent of the non-hlgh-sohoo1 graduates 
sald they would not oa11 for re1lef when they have pa1n. 
Of the seoond generatlon, slxty seven per oent of the hlgh-
sohoo1 graduates as oompared wlth seventy one per oent of the non-
hlgh-sohoo1 graduates olalmed that they would oa11 for re1lef 
when they have paln. And twenty elght per oent of the hlgh-
sohoo1 graduates as oompared wlth twenty nlne per oent of the non-
h1gh sohool graduates said that they would not oall for re11ef 
when they have pa1n. (See TABLE 37-2) 
TABLE 37-2 / 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY HIGH-SCHOOL GRADUATE AND NON-
HIGH-SCHOOL GRADUATE FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF CHINESE-
;., AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "WHEN YOU 
HAVE PAIN DO YOU CALL FOR RELIEF?" 
First Generation Seoond Generation 
Non- Non-
High-sohool High_sohool High-sohool H1gh-sohoo1 
Answers 
Number % Number % Number % Number % 
Yes 22 81 20 87 29 67 5 71 
No 5 19 3 13 12 28 2 29 
Uncerta1n 0 0 0 0 2 5 0 0 .. , 
Total 27 100% 23 100% 43 100% 7 100% 
Observed from these varying peroentages, it seems that those 
who obtained less education have a slightly h1gher tendenoy to 
oa11 tor relief when they have pain than those who have attained 
at least a high sohoo1 eduoation. But this tendenoy 1s not sub-
stantial enough to make it appear that education is a strong in-
fluential factor on the members of these two generations in this 
regard. 
The responses to the question "Do you think it natural to 
complain of your pain a great deal to your fam1ly?" g1ven by the 
two generat10ns showed that most members of the SG d~d not oonsid-
er that it is natural to complain of their pain a great deal to 
their family, but one half of the FG considered it is natural to 
complain ot their pain a great deal to their family. (See TABLE 
38-1) 
TABLE 38-1 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "DO YOU 
THINK IT NATURAL TO COMPLAIN OF YOUR PAIN A GREAT DEAL TO 
YOUR FAMILY?" 
Answers 
Yes 
No 
Uncertain 
Total 
First Generation Seoond Generation 
Number % Number % 
2S 
23 
2 
so 
SO 
46 
4 
100,% 
6 
44 
o 
so 
12 
88 
o 
100% 
Among the first generation, forty one per cent of the high-
school graduates and sixty one per oent of the non-high-sohool 
~aduates considered that 1t was natural to oompla1n of their pain 
to their family, but fifty five per oent of the high-school grad-
~tes and thirty five per oent of the non-high~sohool graduates 
rt;hought that it was not natural to complain of their pain a great 
uu 
deal to their family. 
Among the second generation, only twelve per cent of the 
high-school graduates and fourteen per cent of the non-high-
school graduates considered that it was natural to complain of 
their pain a great deal to their family. but eighty eight per 
cent of the high-school graduates and eighty six per cent of the 
non-high-school graduates considered that it was not natural to 
complain of their pain a great deal to their family. (See TABLE 
38-2) 
TABLE 38-2 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY HIGH-SCHOOL-GRADUATE AND NON-
HIGH-SCHOOL-GRADUATE FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF CHlNESE-
AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "DO YOU THINK 
IT NATURAL TO COM1'LAIN OF YOUR PAIN A GREAT DEAL TO YOUR 
FAMILY?" 
First Generation Second Generation 
Non- Non-
High-school High-School High-School High-school 
Answers 
Number % Number % Number % Number % 
'" 
Yes 11 41 14 61 .5 12 1 14 
No 15 5.5 8 3.5 38 88 6 86 
Uncertain 1 4 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Total 27 100% 23 100% 43 100% 7 100% 
r""". 
The trend apparent 1n th1s d1str1but1on seems to 1nd1oate 
that those w1th h1gher educat10n tend not to oomplain of the1r 
pa1n a great deal to the1r fam11y, and those w1th l~s educat10n 
are more apt to compla1n of the1r pa1n a great deal to the1r 
fam11y. Even when the eduoat1onal faotor 1s taken 1nto account. 
however, the d1fferenoes between the two generat10ns on th1s 
quest10n are substant1al. 
W1th regard to the quest10n "When you are 1n pa1n, do you 
prefer to be left alone or to be cared for by others?" the re-
sponses g1ven by the two generations showed that most members of 
the SG tend to prefer to be left alone and most of the Fa tend to 
prefer to be oared for by others. (See TABLE 39-1) 
TABLE 39-1 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "WHEN 
YOU ABE IN PAIN. DO YOU PREFER TO BE LEFT ALONE OR '1'0 BE 
CARED FOR BY OTHERS?" 
Answers 
Alone 
Cared for by others 
Unoerta1n 
Total 
First Generation Second Generation 
Number % Number % 
19 
29 
2 
50 
38 
58 
4 
100% 
33 
14 
J 
50 
66 
28 
6 
100% 
90 
Among the first generation, thirty seven per cent of the hig}-
school graduates as compared With thirty nine per cent of the non-
high-school graduates claimed that they prefer to be left alone 
/ 
when they are in pain, but fifty six per cent of the high-school 
graduates as compared with sixty one per cent of the non-high-
school graduates claimed that they prefer to be cared for by 
others";"'When they are in pain. 
Among the second generation, sixty seven per cent of the 
high-school graduates and fifty seven per cent of the non-high-
school graduates said they prefer to be left alone when they are 
in pain, but only twenty six per cent of the high-school grad-
uates and forty three per cent of the non-high-schoo1 graduates 
claimed that they prefer to be cared for by others when they are 
in pain (See TABLE 39-2) 
TABLE 39-2 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY HIGH-SCHOOL-GRADUATE AND NON-
HIGH-SCHOOL-GRADUATE FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF CHINESE 
AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION nWHE~ YOU ARE 
IN PAIN, DO YOU PREFER TO BE LEFT ALONE OR TO BE eARED FOR 
BY OTHERS?" 
F1rst Generat10n Second Generat10n 
Non- Non-
Answers fH1gh-Schoo1 H1gh-Schoo1 H1gh-Schoo1 High-Sohoo1 
~umber % Number % Number % Number % 
Alone 10 37 9 39 29 67 4 57 
Cared for 
by others 15 56 14 61 11 26 3 43 
Unoertaln 2 7 0 0 3 7 0 0 
Total 27 100% 23 100% 43 100% 7 100% 
Thls dlstrlbutlon reveals that members of the flrst gener-
atlon whether graduates of hlgh school or not prefer to be cared 
for by others. However, although more than 50% of both hlgh 
school and non-hlgh sohoo1 graduates of the SG prefer to be left 
alone, thls preferenoe ls oonslderably more eV1dent among the 
hlgh school graduates. The d1fferenoes ln preference to be left 
alone or to be oared for by others between the two generations 
are stl11 substantla11y slgnlfloant whether the dlfferences due 
to eduoationa1 attalnment are oonsldered or not. 
In oonslderlng thequestlon "Were the number of vlslts by 
your dootor ln your oplnlon enough to take oare of the kind of 
paln or disoomfort you were experienoing?" more meml;)ers ·of the SG 
than those of the FG felt that the number of vislts by their 
dootor were suffioient. (See TABLE 40-1) 
TABLE 40-1 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF' 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "WERE 
THE NUMBER OF VISITS BY YOUR DOCTOR IN YOUR OPINION 
ENOUGH TO TAKE CARE OF THE KIND OF PAIN OR 
DISCOMFORT YOU WEBE EXPERIENCING?" 
First Generation Seoond Generation Answers Number % Number % 
Yes 36 72 4S 90 
No 12 24 S 10 
Unoertain 2 4 0 0 
Total SO 100,% SO 100% 
Among the first generatlon, seventy tour per oent of the 
high sohool graduates and slxty nine per oent ot the non-high 
sohool graduates reported that their dootor's Visits were enough 
to take oare ot the disoomfort they were experienoing, but twenty 
six per oent of the hlgh sohoo1 graduates and twenty two per oent 
of the non-high school graduates did not think that their doctor 
visited them often enough to take oare ot the kind of discomtort 
they were experiencing. (See TABLE 40-2) 
?: 
TABLE 40-2 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY HIGH-SCHOOL-GRADUATE AND NON-HIG! 
SCHOOL-GRADUATE FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF CHINESE-
AMERI CANS I N THE CHI CAGO AREA TO THE QUESTI ON "W~E THE 
NUMBER OF VISITS BY YOUR DOCTOR ENOUGH TO TAKE CARE 
CARE OF THE KIND OF DISCOMFORT YOU WERE EXPERIENCING?tt 
First Generation Second Generation 
Non- Non-
High-sohoo1 High-sohool High-sohool High-schoo: 
Answers 
Number 
Yes 20 
No 7 
Uncertain o 
Total 27 
% Number % Number % Number % 
74 
26 
o 
100% 
16 
5 
2 
69 
22 
9 
23 100% 
39 
4 
o 
90 
10 
o 
6 86 
1 14 
o 0 
43 100% 7 100% 
Among the second generation, ninety per oent of the high 
school graduates and eighty six per cent of the non-high school 
graduates admitted that the number of visits by their dootor were 
enough to take care of their discomfort, but ten per cent of the 
high school graduates and fourteen per oent of the non-high 
school graduates felt that the number of visits by their dootor 
were not enough to take care of the kind of pain or discomfort 
they were experiencing. 
Here again, there is some difference to be observed between 
the h1gh school graduates and non-high-school graduates. Those 
with the higher eduoation seem more able to aooept the treatment 
received (here 1n terms of frequenoy ot Visits) thrmi those with 
less education. However. even when the educational faotor is 
taken into account we can again see a substantial d1tterenoe be-
tween the two generations. 
When they answered the question "Have you read any magazine 
columns or artio1es about health and medioine in the last month?" 
the majority of the FG admitted that they had not. A oonsider-
ably higher percentage of the SG claimed that they had read such 
articles dur1ng the month prior to the interview.CSee TABLE 41-1) 
TABLE 41 ... 1 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "HAVE 
YOU READ ANY MAGAZINE COLUMNS OR ARTICLES ABOUT HEALTH 
Answers 
Yes 
No 
Unoertain 
Total 
AND MEDICINE IN THE LAST MONTH?" 
First Generation 
Number % 
8 
41 
1 
so 
16 
82 
2 
100% 
Second Generation 
Number % 
22 
27 
1 
so 
44 
54 
2 
100% 
~ong the non-high school graduates ninety one per cent or 
the FG and seventy one per cent or the SG reported that they had 
not read any magazine columns or articles about health 8nd medi-
cine during the month prior to the interview whIle nine per cent 
or the FG and twenty nine per cent or the SG had read such 
material recently. ~ong the high school graduate a twenty two 
per cent or the FG and rorty six per cent of the BG claimed they 
had read magazine columns or articles about health and medicine 
during the previous month while seventy four per cent of the Fa 
and fifty two per cent of the BG said they had not. (Bee TABLE 
41-2) 
TABLE 41-2 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY HIGH·-BCHOOL-GRADUATE AND NON-
HIGH-SCHOOL-GRADUATE FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF CHINEBE-
AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "HAVE YOU READ 
ANY MAGAZINE COLUMNS OR ARTICLES ABOUT HEALTH AND MEDICINE 
IN THE LAST MONTH?" 
Firat Generation Second Generation 
Non- Bon-Anawera High achoo1 HIgh school High school High school 
Number % Number % Number % Number % 
Yes 6 22 2 9 20 46 2 29 
No 20 74 21 91 22 52 5 71 
Uncertain 1 4 0 0 1 2 0 0 
Total 27 100% 23 100% 43 100% 7 100% 
Here eduoation' seems to be an important faotor as well as 
differenoe in generation. A oonsiderab1y larger peroentage of 
those with high sohoo1 eduoation had read artio1es o~ oolumns per-
/ 
ta1ning to health or medioine than those with less than high 
sohoo1 eduoation. But aga1n the d1fferenoe between generat10ns 
1s substant1a1 even when the educat10nal factor 1s taken 1nto 
aooount. 
In regard to the quest10n "Do you depend upon herbs or ani-
mal parts when you are s1ok?" the majority of the Fa adm1tted 
that they depend u~on herbs or animal parts when they are s1ok, 
but the major1ty of the SG sa1d that they do not depend upon herbs 
or an1mal parts when they are s1ok. (See TABLE 42-1) 
TABLE 42-1 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "DO YOU 
DEPEND UPON HERBS OR ANIMAL PARTS WHEN YOU ARE SI CK?" 
Answers F1rst Generat10n Second Generat10n Number % Number % 
Yes 34 68 9 18 
No 13 26 39 78 
Unoerta1n 3 6 2 4 
Total so 100,% 50 100% 
':II 
Of the first generation, sixty three per oent ot the high 
sohool graduates and seventy four per oent of the non-high-school 
graduates admitted that they depend upon herbs or ~mal parts 
/ 
when they are siok, but thirty three per oent of the high-sohool 
graduates and seventeen per oent of the non-high-sohool graduates 
said that they would not depend upon herbs or animal parts when 
they are sick. 
ot the second generation, seventy four per oent of the high 
sohool graduates and one hundred per oent of the non-high-sohool 
graduates sa1d that they would not depend upon herbs or animal 
parts when they are siok, but twenty one per oent ot the high 
sohool graduates adm1tted that they depend upon herbs or animal 
parts when they are siok. (See TABLE 42-2) 
TABLE 42-2 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY HIGH-SCHOOL-GRADUATE AND NON-
HIGH-SCHOOL-GRADUATE FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF CHINESE-
AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "DO YOU DEPEND 
UPON HERBS OR ANIMAL PARTS WHEN YOU ARE SICK?" 
Answers 
Yes 
No 
Unoertain 
Total 
First Generation Seoond Generation 
Non- Non-High sohool High sohool High sohool High sohool 
Number % Number % 
17 
9 
1 
63 
33 
4 
27 100% 
17 74 
4 17 
2 9 
23 100% 
Number % Number % 
9 
32 
2 
21 
74 
5 
43 100% 
o 0 
7 100 
o 0 
7 100% 
In sp1te of the fact that those who atta1ned less education 
have a h1gher tendency to depend upon herbs or animal parts when 
they are sick than those who were more educated in g~nera1, there 
/ 
seems to be another hidden tendency among those who atta1ned more 
than h1gh school educat10n to depend upon herbs or animal parts 
when they are s1ck, espec1a11y the h1gh school graduates ot the 
SG. Th1s see~ to 1nd1cate the faot that in add1t1on to the 
ass1mi1ation of the SG to Amer10an ou1ture it seems still to re-
tain the tradit1ona1 culture to some degree. Nevertheless, the 
d1fferenoes between the first and second generations in regard to 
the use of herbs or animal parts still 1s substantial. 
With regard to preferenoe for hosp1ta1s, a higher peroentage 
of the SG than ot the FG prefer to be hosp1talized in a private 
hospital. (See TABLE 43-1) 
TABLE 43-1 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "IN WHAT 
KIND OF HOSPITAL WOULD YOU PREFER TO BE HOSPIT~ZED?" 
Hosp1tals F1rst Generation Seoond Generation Number % Number % 
Private 39 78 46 92 
Municipal or state 4 8 1 2 
No preference 7 14 3 6 
Total ) 50 100% 50 100% 
Of the first generation eighty five per oent of the high 
sohool graduates preferred to be hospitalized in a private hos-
pi tal, but thirteen per oent and seventeen per oent "of the non-
high-sohool graduates preferred to be in a munioipal hospital or 
had no preference respectively. 
Of the seoond generation nhnety one per oent of the high-
school graduates preferred to be hospitalized in a private hos-
pital, but one hundred per oent of the non-high sohool also pre-
ferred a private hospital. (See TABLE 43-2) 
TABLE 43-2 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY HIGH-SCHOOL~GRADUATE AND NON-
HIGH-SCHOOL-GRADUATE FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF CHINESE-
AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "IN WHA:r KIND 
OF HOSPITAL WOULD YOU PREFER TO BE HOSPITALIZED?" 
First Ger.1era.tion Second Generation 
Non- Non-
High-school High-sohoo1 High-school High-sohoo1 
Answers 
Number % Number % Number % Number % 
Private 23 85 16 70 39 91 7 100 
Municipal 1 4 3 13 1 2 0 0 
No preferenoe 3 11 4 17 3 7 0 0 
Total 27 100% 23 100% 43 100% 7 100% 
The differenoes olassified by eduoational attainment in 
response to this question do not seem to indioate any add1t10na1 
signifi oanoe. 
(2) Slgnifloant Dlfferenoes Cross Classlfled by Resldenoe 
ln Chlnatown and outslde of Chlnatown 
In thls seotlon those questlons whloh showed sl~floant 
dlfterenoes between the members ot the two generatlons and whloh 
were already oross olasslfled by ri.1lcalld-.;l. attalnment wl11 be 
oross olasslfled agaln, thls tlme by plaoe ot resldenoe. Thls 
Will be consldered ln terms of whether lndlViduals reslde ln 
Chlnatown or outslde It. 
Chlnatown has been reoognlzed as a voluntarl1y segregated 
"ghetto" whera Chlnese lmmlgrants and those ot Chlnese desoent car 
retaln Chlnese customs, oulture, and language whl1e 11v1ng ln 
Amerloa. The "ghetto" detlned by Louis Wlrth, "ls pre-emlnent1y 
a ou1tura1 community •••••••• The very 10catlon of the ghetto ls 
not merely determlned by accesslbl11ty and low rents, but by 
tradl tlon. n47 
Wlrth lndloates that 
nThe ghetto furthermore demonstrates the extent to a 
local ou1ture ls a matter ot geographlca1 10catlon ••• 
Onoe the lndl Vidual ls removed trom the so11 to whioh 
he and his lnstltutlons have been attached, he ls ex-
posed to the posslbl11ty ot 10s1ng hls char.cter and 
dlsappearlng as a dlstlnct type. Hls lnstltutlons, too, 
can 111 attord the48traln that comes with mlgratlon to 
another 10oa11ty." 
He vlewed the ghetto as an etfect of lso1atlon whlch has been 
47LOuiS Wlrth, The Ghetto, (Chlcago, I111nols, The Unlverslty 
of g~lCago Press, 1928.) pp. 201-202 
Ibld., p.286 
J.UJ. 
produced "by absence of lntercommunicat10n through d1fference ln 
language, customs, sentlments, tradltlons, and socla1 forms.~ It 
ls not so much a physlca1 fact as 1t ls a state of ~nd.49 
Therefore, an attempt ls made to tlnd out whether there ls 
any slgniflcant lnd1catlon in the dltferences between the first 
and second generatlons ln terms ot the resldent 10ca11ty. 
The resldences of the members of the two generations are al-
most equally dl vided in number. Among the tlrst generatlon, 
twenty tlve 11ve in Chinatown and twenty five live outs1de ot 
Chlnatown. Of the second generation, twenty slx 11ve 1n Ch1na~ 
town and twenty four live outs1de ot Chinatown. 
It has been lndicated betore that most members of the FG tem 
to conslder having pain ls not necessary and members of the BG 
tend to conslder hav1ng paln ls necessary_ Among the FG, those 
who 11ve 1n Ch1natown are more apt to thlnk that having paln 1s 
necessary than those who 11ve outs1de ot Ch1natown. Among the BG, 
those who do not llve 1n Chinatown are more likely to th1nk that 
having pain ls necessary than the Ch1natown resldents. (Bee 
TABLE 44) 
The assoclatlon of Chlnatown resldents and non-Ch1natown 
resldents to answers ot whether pain ls necessary or not revealed 
a psychological lnfluence among the members of the t1rst gener-
ation, and a cultural 1nfluence among the members ot the second 
generation. Among the FG, those who l1ve in Chlnatown cons1dered 
49 Ibid., p.287 
that having pain was necessary. This could be due to the fact 
that they feel more seoure psyohologically beoause they live in a 
more familiar environment than those who live outsige of China-
town. However, among the SG it seems that those who do not live 
in Chinatown are more influenced by the American values than the 
ones Who live in Chinatown. 
TABLE 44 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS WHO LIVE IN CHINATOWN OR OUTSIDE OF CHINA-
TOWN IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "DO YOU THINK 
THAT HAVING PAIN IS NECESSARY?" 
First Generation Seoond Generation 
Non- Non-Chinatown Chinatown Chinatown Chinatown 
Answers 
Number .% Number % Number % Number % 
I 
Yes I 7 28 4 16 8 31 10 42 I 
I No 17 68 I 21 84 15 57 10 42 I , I Unoertain ! 1 4 0 0 3 12 4 16 I I 
Total 25 100% 25 100% 26 100% 24 100% 
With regard to demand for relief when they have pain, more 
members of the first generation tend to oall for relief than thOSE 
of seoond generation. Among the FG, seventy two per oent of the 
Chinatown reSidents and n1nety six per oent of the non-Chinatown 
residents admitted that they would oal1 for relief when they have 
pain, but twenty eight per oent of the Chinatown residents and 
four per cent of the non-Chinatown residents would not call for 
relief when they have pain. Of the SG, sixty five per cent of 
the Chinatown dwellers and seventy one per cent of Yhe non-
Chinatown dwellers admitted th$t they would call for relief when 
they had pain, but thirty five per cent of,~he Chinatown dwellers 
and twenty one per cent of the non-Chinatown dwellers would not 
call for relief when they had pain. (See TABLE 45) 
TABLE 45 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA WHO LIVE IN CHINATOWN 
OR OUTSIDE OF CHINATOWN TO THE QUESTION "WHEN YOU HAVE PAIN 
DO YOU CALL FOR RELIEF?" 
First Generation Second Generation 
Non- Non-Answers Chinatown Chinatown Chinatown Chinatown 
Number % Number % Number % Number % 
Yes 18 72 24 96 17 65 17 71 
No 7 28 1 4 9 35 5 21 
Uncertain 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 8 
Total 25 100% 25 100% 26 100% 24 100% 
It seems to be those who live outside of Chinatown who tend 
to call for relief when they have pain rather than those who live 
in Chinatown, especially those of the FC. 
Most members of the FG oonsidered that it is natural to com-
plain of one's pain a great deal to onets family but most members 
of theSG cons1dered that 1t 1s not natural. Among the FG, f1 tty 
s1x per cent ot the Ch1natown dwellers and forty tour per cent ot 
the non-Ch1natown dwellers cons1dered that 1t was na~ura1 to 
/ 
compla1nof pa1n a great deal to the1r fam11y. but torty per cent 
of the Ch1natown dwellers felt it was not natural. ~ong the SG. 
the major1ty of both Ch1natown and non-Ch1natown dwellers con-
s1dered that 1t was not natural to compla1n a great deal to one's 
fam11y and there 1s no great d1fterence between those who 11ve 1n 
or outs1de ot Ch1natown. (See TABLE 46) 
TABLE 46 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS WHO LIVE IN CHINATOWN OR OUTSIDE OF CHINA-
TOWN IN THE CHICAGO ABEA TO THE QUESTION "DO YOU THINK IT 
NATURAL TO COMPlM.IN OF YOUR PAIN A GREAT DEAL TO YOUR 
FAMILY?" 
F1rst Generat10n Second Generat10n 
Answers Non- Non-Ch1natown Ch1natown Ch1natown Ch1natown 
~umber % Number % Number % Number % 
Yes 14 56 11 44 3 12 3 13 
No 10 40 13 52 23 88 21 87 
Uncerta1n 1 4 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Total 25 100,% 25 100,% 26 100% 24 100% 
It 1s sign1ficant thatl1:most members of the FG have claimed 
that they prefer to be cared for by others when they are 1n pain, 
but most of the SG have insisted that they prefer to be left alone 
when they are in pain. (See TABLE 47) Among theFG forty four per 
cent of those who live in Chinatown and thirty two per cent of 
those who live outside of Chinatown prefer to be left alone when 
they are in pain, but fifty six per cent of the Chinatown dwell-
ers and Sixty per cent of the non-Chinatown dwellers prefer to be 
cared for by others when they are in pain. Among the SGsixty 
two per cent of the Chinatown dwellers and seventy one per cent 
of the non-Chinatown dwellers prefer to be left alone; only th1rt~ 
four per cent of the Chinatown dwellers and twenty one per cent of 
the non-Chinatown dwellers prefer to be cared for by others when 
they are in pa1n. This reveals that those members of the FG who 
live 1n Chinatown tend to prefer to be left alone as compared to 
those members of the FG who do not live 1n Chinatown. Among the 
SG, those who live outs1de of Chinatown tend to prefer to be 
left alone as oompared with those who live 1n Ch1natown. This 1s 
the same pattern of d1stribut1on as that seen 1n the question on 
whether pa1n is neoessary or not. Suoh assooiation between the 
place of residenoe and preference for be1ng left alone or cared 
for by others seems to ind1cate the faot in general that those 
members of the SG who live outside of Chinatown are more American-
ized and tend to be more self-reliant than those members who 
11ve 1n Chinatown. 
J.UO 
TABLE 47 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS WHO LIVE IN CHINATOWN OR OUTSIDE OF CHINA-
TOWN IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "WHEN Y9U ARE IN 
PAIN. DO YOU PREFER TO BE LEFT ALONE OR TO BE CARED 
FOR BY OTHERS?" 
First Generation Seoond Generation 
-,,' Non- Non-
Answers Chinatown Chinatown Chinatown Chinatown 
Number % Number % Number % Number % 
" 
Alone 11 44 8 32 16 62 17 71 
Cared for 
bY' others 14 56 15 60 9 34 5 21 
Unoertain 0 0 2 8 1 4 2 8 
Total 25 100% 25 100% 26 100% 24 100% 
~/ 
The number of visits bY' the dootor were oonsidered sufficien1 
bY' most members of the SG to take oare of the kind of disoomfort 
theY' were experienoing, but were considered insufficient by many 
of the FG. Among the PG, eighty per oent of the Chinatown dwell-
ers and sixtY' four per oent of the non-Chinatown dwellers oonsid-
ered that the number of visits by their dootor were enough to take 
care of the kind of disoomfort they were experiencing, but sixteel 
per cent of the Chinatown dwellers and thirty two per oent of the 
non-Chinatown dwellers felt that their dootor did not visit them 
often enough to take oare of the kind of disoomfort they were ex-
perienoing. Among the SG, eighty eight per cent of the Chinatown 
-~ I 
dwellers and ninety two per eent of the non-Chinatown dwellers 
eonsidered the number of Visits were enough but twelve per eent 
of the Chinatown dwellers felt that their doetor di~'not visit 
them often enough to take eare of their diseomfort. (See TABLE 48) 
Again this shows that a large pereentage of the Chinatown 
residents of the Fa tend to be satisfied with the number of their 
doetor's visits than the non-Chinatown residents. But among the SG 
more of the non-Chinatown residents than Chinatown residents eon-
sidered that the visits were suffioient. However, the differenoes 
in this regard between the Chinatown residents and non-Chinatown 
residents are not as signifioant as the differenoes between the 
two generations. 
TABLE 48 
DISTRIBUT!ON OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS WHO LIVE IN CHINATOWN OR OUTSIDE OF CHINATOWN 
IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "WERE THE NUMBER OF VISITS 
BY YOUR DOCTOR IN YOUR OPINION ENOUGH TO TAKE CARE OF THE 
KIND OF PAIN OR DISCOMFORT YOU WERE EXPERIENCING?" 
First Generation Seoond Generation 
Answers Chinatown Chix&~8Wn Chinatown chfRitown 
Number % Number % Number % Number % 
Yes 20 80 16 64 23 88 22 92 
No 4 16 8 32 3 12 2 8 
Unoertain 1 4 1 4 0 0 0 0 
Total 25 100% 25 100% 26 100% 24 100% 
.LOI:S 
While a majority among both the FG and the SG admitted they 
had not read any magazine columns or articles on health and med-
icine during the month prior to their interview alm~st half (44%) 
of the SG and sixteen per cent of the FG had done so. Among the 
FG, twenty per cent of the Chinatown dwellers and twelve per cent 
of the non-Chinatown dwellers (See TABLE 49) had read magazine 
columns or articles on health during the month prior to the in-
terview, but eighty per cent of the Chinatown residents and 
eighty four per cent of the non-Chinatown residents had not read 
any. 
TABLE 49 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS WHO LIVE IN CHINATOWN OR OUTSIDE OF CHINATOWN 
IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "HAVE YOU READ ANY 
MAGAZINE COLUMNS OR ARTICLES ABOUT HEALTH AND 
MEDICINE IN THE LAST MONTH?" 
First Generation Second Generation 
Answers Non-Chinatown Chinatown Chinatown NO~-China own 
Number % Number % Number % /Number % 
I 
Yes 5 20 3 12 8 31 14 58 
No 20 80 21 84 18 69 9 38 
Uncertain 0 0 1 4 0 0 
! 
1 4 
, 
Total I 25 100% 25 100, 26 100% 24 100% 
I 
109 
Among the SG, :thlrty: one per oent ot ~he Chlnatown resldents 
and tltty e1ght per cent ot the non-Chlnatown resldents had read 
magazine, columns or artlcles about health and mediclne during the 
'. . / 
past month, but s.1xty mne per oent of the Chlnatown resldents 
and thirty elght per oent of the non-Chinatown resldents had not 
read aD1. 
Prom thls d1strlbu.tion. 1 t appears that Chinatown residents 
of the PG haTe a hlper tendenoy to read up.z1ne oolumns about 
health and •• d1 01 ne than those Who live outside ot Chlnatown. 
How ..... r. among ttl. SG, lIore of those who Uve outsldeot Chl~ 
town tend to read such anloles than those ot the 8G who l1ve ln 
Chi.'own.. 
It has been sh,own that more members ot the PG depend upon 
herbs 'When they are sick than those ot the SG. Among the PG. 
seventT two per oent ot the Ch1:tU1town residents (See TABLE 50) 
and sl~ tour p.r o.nt ot the no~Oh1natown resldents admitted 
that they woul.4 depend upon herbs or a:rd.mal parus Wben 1m.,. were 
slok, but only 'tntenuy per •• nt ot the Ch1natcnrn residents and 
thlrty two per oent of the non-Ch1-.town resldents sa1d that they 
woUld hot depend upon them. .Among the sa, 0l'J11 twel"e per oent 
ot the Chl.,own residents and •• nty t1 T8 per oent ot the non-
Chlnatown resldentsolaimed that they would depe. upon herbs or 
aDl_l pans men they were s!.ok. but elght1 per oent of the 
Chinatown resldents and seventy tlve per cent of the non-Chinatown 
residents sald that they did not depend upon them. 
TABLE 50 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS WHO LIVE IN CHINATOWN OR OUTSIDE OF CHINATOWN 
IN THE CHICAGO AREA 'ro THE QUESTION tlDO YOU DEPEND /UPON HERBS 
OR ANIMAL PARTS WHEN YOU ARE SICK?" 
First Generation Seoond Generation 
Non- Non-
Answers Chinatown Chinatown Chinatown Chinatown 
Number % Number % Number % Number % 
Yes 18 72 16 64 3 12 6 25 
No 5 20 8 32 21 80 18 75 
Unoertain 2 8 1 4 2 8 0 0 
Total 100% 24 100% I 25 100% 
I 
26 100% 25 
There are two distinctive patterns which can be distinguish-
ed in this distribution between the two generations. Among the 
FG, those who live in Chinatown tend to have a higher tendency to 
use herbs or animal parts when they are Sick than those who live 
outside of Chinatown. Among the SG, those who live in Chinatown 
tend not to use herbs while those who live outside of Chinatown 
have more of a tendency to use herbs when they are sick. This 
reverse pattern of the SG seems to indioate the fact that despite' 
conSiderable assimilation into American culture its members still 
retain some ties to their old traditional culture. 
With regard to preference for municipal or private hospital, 
the second generation has a greater tendency to prefer to be 
hospitalized in a private hospital as compared with/the first gen-
eration. But among the FG, eighty eight per cent of the non-
Chinatown residents as compared with sixty eight per cent of the 
Chinatown residents preferred to be hospitalized in a privately 
run hospital. but twelve per cent of the Chinatown residents as 
compared with four per cent of the non-Chinatown residents pre-
ferred municipal hospitals and twenty per cent of Chinatown res-
idents had no preference. Among the SG, those who live outside 01 
Chinatown have a strong preference to be hospitalized in a privatE 
hospital as compared with the Chinatown residents. The Chinatown 
residents did on the whole prefer private hospitals, but twelve 
per cent of them claimed they had no preference. (See TABLE 51) 
TABLE 51 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS WHO LIVE IN CHINATOWN OR OUTSIDE ifF CHINATOWN 
IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "IN WHAT KIND OF HOSPITAL 
WOULD YOU PREFER TO BE HOSPITALIZED?" 
First Generation Seoond Generation 
' .. 
Non- Non-Answers Chinatown Chinatown Chinatown Chinatown 
Number of Number % Number % Number % ;0 
-
Private 17 68 22 88 23 88 23 96 
Munioipal 3 12 1 4 0 0 1 4 
No preference 5 20 I 2 8 3 12 0 0 
Total 25 100,% 25 100%1 
I 
26 100~ 24 100,% 
Summary 
When the data obtained from the eight questions which showed 
significant differences between the first and second/generations 
were cross-classified according to the education and place of res-
idence of the respondents a pattern emerged. 
The educational factor seemed a fairly oonstant influence on 
the two generations. Members of both groups who had received les2 
than a high school education were more ready to believe that hav-
ing pain was not necessary, said they call for relief when in pair 
consider it natural to oomplain of pain a great deal to their 
family, when sick wish to be oared for by others, and they had no1 
recently read any magazine articles on health. While members of 
both generations who have at least a high school eduoation were 
more apt to consider pain necessary. less apt to oall for relief, 
felt it less natural to oomplain to their family. when sick prefer 
to be left'alone, and had read articles on health during the past 
month. Again on the questions ooncernir~ doctor's visits and pre-
ference for government or privately run hospitals those with less 
education tended to answer one way, those with more the other. 
The higher educated felt the visits of the dootor were sufficient 
and were more apt to prefer a privatelY,run hospital while those 
with less education were less satisfied with the frequenoy of 
their doctor's visits and were more apt to have no preference for 
either type of hospital. However, the question as to whether the 
individual depends on herbs or animal parts when siok did not 
follow the general trend so far discernab1e. Here, the more ed-
ucated of the FG were less apt to rely on herbs than those with 
less eduoation, but among the second generation those with less 
than high sohoo1 eduoation did not depend on herbs, while some of 
those who had high school education or beyond did claim they used 
them. This tendency appears to show that even though the members 
of the SG have greater contact with the American culture than 
those of the FG, and are inf1uenoed by it, they have internalized 
th~ir old traditional culture as well, especially those with at 
least high school eduoation. 
The pattern developed by the answers associated with the 
place of residence of the two generations seems rather diversified 
Among the FG, those who live outside of Chinatown tend to consider 
that having pain is not necessary, and when they are in pain they 
call for relief; they prefer to be cared for by others; they have 
not read any magazine artioles during the month prior to the in-
terview; and they prefer to be hospitalized in a privately run hos~ 
pital. However, those who live in Chinatown are more apt to think 
that it is natural to complain of their pain a great deal to their 
family; tend to consider that the number of visi ts by their d.octor 
were enough to take care of the kind of disoomfort they were ex-
periencing: and also have read magazine columns during the month 
prior to the interview; tend to depend uponsherbs when they are 
siok. 
Among the SG. those who live in Chinatown tend to oonsider 
that having pain is· not neoessary, but it is not natural to oom-
plain a great deal to their family, and those who live outside of 
Chinatown tend to oonsider that having pain is neoe,sary; when 
they have pain they would oa11 for relief but they prefer to be 
left alone; they oonsidered that the number of dootors' visits 
were enough to take oare of the kind of disoomfort they were ex-
perienoing,there is a higher peroentage of them who read maga-
zine columns about health and mediCine in the month previous to 
the interview as oompared with the Chinatown residents. These 
non-Chinatown residents also tend to depend upon herbs or animal 
parts when they are siok, and generally they prefer to be hospit-
alized in a privately run hospital. Aocording to this pattern, 
the members of the SG who live outside of Chinatown seem to be 
mor.e Americanized by the mass milieu yet to some degree at the 
same time they seem to be more internalized with their traditional 
ou1ture as oompared-with those members who live in Chinatown. On 
the other hand, the members of the FG who live in Chinatown seem 
to have adopted to some degree the Amerioan-Chinese way of life, 
since they live in an environment whioh oontains elements of their 
own culture but at the same time has been somewhat inf1uenoed by 
the larger sooiety surrounding it. Those members of the FG who 
live outside of Chinatown are the least influenoed by American 
mass milieu and tend to be in a state of "Ghetto mind". 
CHAPTER VI 
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCES IN ATTITUDE AND OPINIONS 
BELATED TO THE AREA OF MEDICINE AND HEALTH BETWEEN FIRST 
GENERATION OF CHINESE-AMERICANS AND SECOND GENERATION 
OF CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO ABEA 
This chapter is a report on the tlndlngs trom the rest ot thE 
questlons dlaper.ed ln the struotured lnte~ew sohedu1e ot thls 
stud;y. The struotured lnternew schedule oontained elghty one 
questlons (aotual data tabulated were based on que.tlon. 2-81 the 
tlrst one was tor name which is oontldentlal to the re.earoher 
onl;y.) Most questioDs have alread,- been analyzed ln the previous 
ohapters. however there are twenty seven questions lett. The.e 
questions do not have dlrect relevanoe to the subject matter ot 
thls thesls, however. the,.. oan be used 1n a 'support role' tor 
this study. They have been. arranged in three m81n sect10ns wh10h 
lnclude the respondents' attltude toward suttering and concern 
With pain. thelr attitude toward mediclne and health ln general. 
the1r oonoern With the1r children 1n the cultural transmi.sion ot 
attltudes toward paln. 
(1) Concern With Suttering and Pain 
The data on this area are based on tour questlona. Two 
questions were concerned with sutter1ng. They are questions 61. 
Do ;you show your sutterings b;y groaning. moanlng and crying? 
62. Is it natural to show p81n by groaning. moanlng or or,..1ng in 
tront or a dootor or nurs.? The other two que.tlons oonoerned 
--, 
with pain are 59. Which do you think concerns you most when you 
have pain? to be answered in terms of the physical pain experiencE 
1tself, and the s1gnificance of pa1n 1n re1at1on to their health 
welfare and the welfare of the fam1ly, and 70. When 1n pa1n which 
causes you more d1scomfort? to be answered 1n terms of phys1cal 
effects of pa1n exper1ence, and worry or anx1ety. 
The results showed that there were no s1gnif1cant difference! 
in the reaction toward suffering and pain between the first gener-
ation and the second generation. Over half of the members of bott 
generat10ns would not show the1r sufferings by groan1ng, moaning 
and crying. Almost half of the members of the FG thought 1 twas 
natural to do so in front of a doctor or nurse, but over half of 
the SG considered it was not natural. (See TABLE 52) This diff-
erence has no s1gnificance. 
TABLE 52 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "IS IT 
NATURAL TO SHOW PAIN BY MOANING, GROANING OR CRYING IN 
FRONT OF A DOCTOR OR NURSE?" 
Answers First Generation Second Generation N-50 N==50 
Yes 24 16 
No 20 30 
Uncertain 6 4 
Total 50 50 
2 4 P ).05 X== 
Half of the FG and more than half of the SG (See TABLE S3) 
claimed that physical effects of pain experience would cause them 
more discomfort than worry or anxiety. 
TABLE S3 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "WHEN 
IN PAIN WHICH CAUSES YOU MORE DISCOMFORT?" 
Answers First Generation Second Generation 
N-SO N-SO 
Physical effects of 
pain experience 2S 27 
Worry or anxiety 21 16 
Uncertain 4 7 
Total SO SO 
2 1.57 X= P > .0S 
~ 
More than half of both generations thought that they would 
be most concerned with the significance of pain in relation to 
their health welfare and the welfare of the family. (See TABLE S4) 
TABLE 54 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "WHICH 
DO YOU THINK CONCERNS YOU MOST. WHEN YOU HAVE· PAIN?" 
Answers First Generation Seoond Generation 
N==50 N==50 
The physioa1 pain 
experienoe itself 15 20 
S1gnifioanoe of pain in 
relation to your health 
welfare and the welfare 
of the family 28 26 
Unoertain 7 4 
Total 50 50 
2 
x== 1.61 P> .05 
(2) Opinion on and Attitude toward Medioine and Hea1th~in General 
The data obtained in th~s seotion are based on seventeen 
50 questions (questions 27. 30. 37-47. 53. 56, 79-80). The results 
from these questions will be analyzed and reported on the basis 
of whether there is any statistioal signifioanoe or not. 
50 See Appendix for questions. 
Although the majority of both the generations carry health 
insurance, there is significant difference in meeting the medioal 
oosts involved. A higher percentage of the FG expect to pay the 
medical costs from their personal income as compared to the SG who 
rely more heavily on insurance. (See TABLE 55) 
TABLE 55 
DISTRIBUTION OF )L~SWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "SHOULD 
YOU BECOME ILL, HOW WOULD YOU MEET THE 
MEDICAL COSTS INVOLVED?" 
Answers 
We pay them 
Covered by health 
insurance 
Pay the balance from 
the insurance 
Total 
2 
X= 10.44 
First Generation 
N=50 
16 
2 
32 
50 
Second Generation 
N=50 
5 
9 
50 
p( .05 
When choice of a doctor in general was made, most members of 
both generations were influenced by a family friend or had no 
choice. (See TABLE 56) 
TABLE 56 
DISTRIBUTION OF REASONS GIVEN BY CHINESE-AMERICANS OF THE FIRST 
AND SECOND GENERATIONS IN THE CHICAGO AREA FOR THEIR 
CHOICE OF DOCTOR 
Answers First Generation Second Generation 
N-50 N-50 
He is my family doctor 7 10 
He was recommended by 
16 16 friend or relative 
He was recommended by 
religious congregation 1 0 
He is a specialist 9 8 
He was a staff doctor 17 16 
Total 50 50 
Ordinarily, when a patient goe~ into a hospital, he must be 
recommended by a doctor first unless he is an emergency case. 
Among the sample of this study, eighteen of the FG and sixteen ot 
the SG reported that their doctors were recommended by the hos-
pital in which they were hospitalized. However. twenty ot the SG 
said they :chos. a specialist other than a family doctor prior to 
hospitalization as compared to twelve of the FG. (See TABLE 57) 
TABLE 57 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "PRIOR 
TO HOSPITALIZATION HOW DID YOU CHOOSE YOUR DOCTOR?" 
Answers First Generation Second Generation 
N-50 N-50 
Family doctor 10 10 
Specialist other than 
family doctor 12 20 
Specialist recommended 
by family doctor 10 4 
Doctor recommended by 
hospital 18 16 
Total 50 50 
2 x- 4.676 P) .05 
Most members of both generations have never felt that a par-
ticular doctor who was treating them was using their body for 
teaching purposes. (Question 39) 
Almost all the members of the two generations considered that 
as patients they should always quietly do whatever the physician 
says or directs them to do while they are under his care. (Ques-
tion 37) 
The image of a doctor held by the first and second genera-
tions was revealed through answering these four questions: Which 
do you expect a doctor to be? Professional man, dispenser of 
protection and love, or both; do you think that a good phYSician 
should give the patient full information about his condition and 
explain it oarefully? Do you feel that dootors are generally ded-
icated to their profession and have a sincere interest and desire 
to help people? Do you believe that doctors are careless in atti-
tude and treatment toward the siok? Generally, even when your 
pain is relieved. do you tend to cheok the diagnosis and treat-
ment of one doctor against the opinions of other specialists in 
the field? 
It is interesting to note that the members of the first gen-
eration tend to expeot a doctor to be dispenser of protection and 
love; and the members of the SG tend to expeot a dootor to be a 
professional man as well as a dispenser of protection and love. 
(See TABLE 58) 
TABLE 58 
..DI.STIUBlJ.T.I.ON.....o.F. ... .ANB:WER&_GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "WHICH 
DO YOU EXPECT A DOCTOR TO BE?" 
.J- , 
First Generation Second Generation 
Answers N=50 N=50 
Professional man 9 18 
Dispenser of pro-
teotion and love 22 2 
Both 19 30 
Total 50 50 
x~= 21.8 P( .05 
There are no significant differences between the two gener-
ations in responses to the rest of questions oonoerned with doo-
tors. Both generations held more or less the same attitude towarc 
dootors. With regard to whether a good physioian should give the 
patient full information about his condition and explain it care-
fully or not, a majority of the members in both generations felt 
he should; they also felt that dootors are generally dedioated to 
their profession and have a sincere interest and desire to help 
people; and they also believed that some doctors were careless in 
attitude and treatment toward the sick: generally they did not 
tend to check the diagnosis and treatment of one doctor against 
the opin1ons of other speoia1ists in the field., 
) ',A Answers to the question on reasons whioh have ever kept them 
from seeing a dootor whenpparhaps they should have. do not show 
any statistically signifioant differenoes between the two gener-
ations. Only a minority of the members of both generations have 
been kept from seeing a doctor when perhaps they should have on 
acoount of these reasons. (See TABLE 59) 
There are eight opin1ons given by these two generations on 
medioal oheck-ups. The majority of members of both FG and SG 
conSidered that every person should have a medioal check-up onecr 
tj,'t9 
more times a year. (See TABLE 60) 
TABLE 59 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO .AREA TO THE QUESTION "WHICH 
OF THOSE HAVE EVER KEPT YOU FROM SEEING A DOCTOR WHEN 
PERHAPS YOU SHOULD HAVE?" 
First Generation Second Generatio] 
Reasons Answers N=50 N=50 
a. You did not Yes 9 10 
know any really 
good doctor. No 41 40 
Total 50 50 
b. You did not want Yes 18 11 
to spend the 
money on a doc- No 32 39 
tor unless you 
had to. 
Total 50 50 
c. It might be Yes 3 6 
painful; the 
doctor might No ! 47 44 hurt you. I 
Total I 50 50 
J 
d. You were too Yes I 22 16 busy to see a I doctor. No I 28 34 
! 
: Total 50 50 
: 
'i 
TABLE 59 (Continued) , 
Reasons Answers First Generation -Second Generation N=50 N=50 
e. The doctor might Yes 2 4 
find something 
wrong wi th you. No 48 46 
Total 50 50 
t. You did not Yes 7 6 
think the doctor 
could help you No 43 44 
any_ 
Total 50 50 
TABLE 60 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "WHAT 
IS YOUR OPINION ON MEDICAL CHECK-UPS?" 
Answers 
1. Everyone should have it 
one or more times a year. 
2. It makes me feol secure. 
3. It is good. 
4. One should have it 
especially when one gets 
old. 
First Generation Second Generation 
N=50 N=50 
26 
1 
19 
1 
30 
o 
12 
4 
.L,cl 
TABLE 60 (Cont1nued) 
Answers F1rst Generat10n Second Generat10n 
N=50 N=50 
5", It 1s not very helpful. 1 0 
6. Some cheok-ups are good, 
some are not. It de-
pends on wh1ch dootor. 1 2 
7. It depends on one's 
occupat1on. 1 0 
8. It 1s neoessary when 
someth1ng 1s really 
bother1ng you. 0 2 
Total 50 50 
Many members of the FG said that they had some diff1culty 1n 
f1nding a doctor for consultation when they were ill. but members 
of the SG claimed that they did not have any difficulty. (See 
TABLE 61) 
TABLE 61 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANs\-lERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AT"IERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "DID 
YOU HAVE ANY DIFFICULTY FINDING A DOCTOR FOR CONSULTATION 
WHEN YOU WERE ILL?" 
Answers F1rst Generat10n Second Generation 
N=50 N=50 
Yes 14 6 
No 36 44 
Total 50 50 
xl:::,... 4 p ( .01) 
.L4CO 
Wlth regard topreterence tor an Amerlcan or Chlnese doctor, 
the members ot the FG tend to preter to consult Chlnese dootors 
(see TABLE 62) and the members ot the SG seem to have no·specltlc 
preterenoe. They telt they would be ready to consult any doctor 
whether Amerloan (Anglo) or Chlnese, as long as he was a good 
doctor. 
TABLE 62 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERI CANS IN THE CHI CAGO ABEA TO THE QUESTION "DO YOU 
PREFER TO CONSULT AMERICAN, CHINESE DOCTOR OR NO PREPElENCE'P" 
Flrst Generatlon Second Generatlon 
Answers N-SO N-SO 
AlIerlce dootor 14 14 
Chlnese doctor 12 1 
No preterence 24 35 
Total SO 50 
X2.11.36 P < .05 
There are tour questlons concerned With patlent-hospltal re-
latlonshlps. The answers to the questlon "Do you dls1lke &n7 ot 
these ln a hospltal?" glven by the two generatlons reveals that 
the majorlty ot the two generatlons seem not to dls1lke the lm-
personal atmosphere ln a hospltal; however, the two generatlons 
dltter on thelr answers to the questlon about separatlon from 
thelr taml1y ln a hospltal. The members ot the FG tend to dls11ke 
belng separated from thelr taml1y ln a hospltal, but the members 
ot the SG tend not to mlnd It. (See TABLE 63) 
TABLE 63 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO ABEA TO THE QUESTION "DO YOU 
DISLIKE SEPARATION FROM YOUR FAMILY IN A HOSPITAL?" 
Answers 
Yes 
No 
Uncertain 
Total 
2 X== 9.81 
F1rst Generat10n 
N==50 
36 
14 
o 
50 I 
Second Generat10n 
N==50 
21 
29 
o 
50 
Over halt or the members or both generat10ns sa1d that they 
would 11ke to return to the hosp1tal 1n which they were ~rev1ously 
confined and to the same doctor. 
More than half of the members or the SG d1d not make any 
suggest10ns for a possible improvement or the patient's comfort in 
a hospital. Quite a few of those who d1d make a suggestion felt 
there should be more nurses. Among the FG, twenty two did not 
make any suggestions. Nine suggested that the medical personnel 
should be more effio1ent in *ak1ng oare of the pat1ent. (See 
TABLE 64) 
TABLE 64 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "ARE 
THERE ANY SUGGEST! ONS THAT YOU WOULD CARE TO MAKE FOR 
A POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENT OF THE PATIENT'S COMFORT 
IN A HOSPITAL?" 
First Generation Seoond Generation Suggestions N=50 N-50 
1. No suggestions. 22 32 
2. More nurses. 8 I 9 i , 
i 
3. There should be air- I 
oonditioning in the I 
summer. 1 I 0 
I 
4. The sani tary system I 
should be improved for 
the patient's comfort. 1 2 
5. There should be effioient 
I personnel. 9 1 
6. There should be some I Chinese staff. 1 0 I 
7. Better food. I 2 I 0 
8. They should not draw too I muoh blood from the I patient. 1 0 
I 9. The hospital routine 
I should oonsider the in-dividual patient's oomfort 
and oonveni enoe. 4 , I 3 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, 
I 
I 
TABLE 64 (Continued) 
Suggestions 
10. Noisy patients should be 
kept in a speoial ward. 
11. Rooms should not be too 
crowded. 
12. Should provide more 
reading material. 
13. The emergency service 
system should be more 
efficient. 
Total 
First Generation Seoond Generation 
NaSO NaSO 
1 o 
o 
o 1 
o 1 
.50 50 
P1na1ly. in answer to the question who is a good hospital 
patient, the majority ot the members ot the FG said that a good 
hospital patient should have oontidence in his doctor and obey 
the d.octor's and nurse's order. Among the SG, nineteen felt that 
a good hospital patient should obey his dootor and the nurse's 
order. (See TABLE 65). 
This appears to show that the members of the SG are more self 
reliant than the members ot the FG, Since they teel that a good 
hosp1tal patient should obey hosp1tal rules and keep qUiet, and 
does not compla1n and demand too much. 
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TABLE 65 
DISTRIBUTION OF OPINION ON A GOOD HOSPITAL PATIENT GIVEN BY FIRST 
AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA 
First Generation Second Generation 
N-50 N-50 
1. No opinion. 1 0 
2. One should obey the hosp-
ital rule and keep quiet. 10 1.3 
.3. One should obey the doc-
tor's and nurse's order 
and haTe confidence. 26 19 
4. One should be cheerful 
and friendly. 
.3 0 
5. One should take care of 
I oneself in order to get 
well quickly. I 2 1 I 
6. One should try to do as 
much as one oan for one-
self and not exaggerate 
onets ailment. 1 
.3 
7. One should not complain 
too muoh and demand too 
much. 
.3 9 
8. One should take onets 
medioino on time. 2 1 
9. One should respect priT- t 
acy and cons1der others. 2 
.3 
10. One should know what kind 
of medicine one is tak1ng 
and make sure that one i B 
I rece1ving the presoribed 0 med1cation. 1 
I I 
! I 50 I 50 I 
I 
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(3) Cultlmal Transmisslon ot Attl tudes Toward Paln 
The data on thls subjeot are baaed on slx questlons deallng 
wlth parent-ohild relationshlp ln terms ot sttltude i toward paln. 
From these questlons, an attempt has been made to dlscover whether 
there ls any dlfterence ln cultural transmlsslon ot attltude to-
ward pain between the parents of the two generatlons to thelr 
ohl1dren. Mark Zborowskl oonoluded that 
"Each culture otfers to lts members an ldeal pattern ot 
attltudes and reaotlons, whloh may dltter tor varlous 
sub-cultures in a glven soclety, and each lndlvidual 
ls expected to contorm to thls ldeal pattern. Here, 
the role of the faml1y environment aftects the lndlv-
idual's ultimate response to pain. In each culture 
the parents teaoh the ohild how to react to pain, and 
by approval or disapproval they promote specific forms 
of behavi or • " .51 
Among the sample of thls study,one member ot the FG and tour 
ot the SO are slngle, and oonsequently they dld not answer these 
ques~lons. The majority ot the members ot both generations ad-
mitted that they would expeot thelr ohlldren to be hurt in sports 
and games and would show attltudes ot worry and concern when they 
were 1njured. When asked whether they woUld console thelr ch11-
dren by g1 vlng any verbal expresslon of emotlon such as "Poor 
oh1ld". or not, more members ot the FG admltted they would console 
thelr ohildren by giving some verbal express10n ot emotlon when 
they were injured. (See TABLE 66) 
51 Zborowskl. Ope clt •• pp.266-267 
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However, there are no statistioally significant differences 
in answers to the questions "In the same case, do you stimulate 
their ability to resist pain, telling them to act gr¢wn-up?" and 
Do you expeot your children to come to you orying and complaining 
of pain?1t Most of the parents of both generations said that they 
would expect their ohildren to tell them where the pain was and 
probably the ohi1dren would ory. 
TABLE 66 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY FIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONS OF 
CHINESE-AMERICANS IN THE CHICAGO AREA TO THE QUESTION "SHOULD 
THIS OCCUR. WOULD YOU CONSOLE THEM BY GIVING Al'-J"Y V'ERBAL 
EXPRESSION OF EMOTION. SUCH AS 'POOR CHILD'?" 
First Generation Seoond Generat10n Answers N=49 N=46 
/' ~ I 32 19 Yes 
I No 1'7 26 
Uncertain I 0 1 I 
Total 49 46 
2 5.48 P < .05 X= 
.Lj, 
Summary 
To summarize the comparative analysis of differences in att-
itudes and opinions on medioine and health in general between the 
f1rst and seoond generat10ns of Chinese-Amer1oans, the members of 
the FG seem to be more emotional and dependent on their fam11y 
than members of the SG. This beoomes clear through the signif1o-
ant d1fferenoes in att1tude toward med1cine and health 1n general 
between the two groups. 
Over half of the members of both generat10ns would not show 
their sufferings by groaning, mOaning and orytng. There 1s no 
s1gnifioant differenoe between the two generations in terms of 
whether or not they feel 1t is natural to show suffering in front 
of a dootor or nurse. Both groups tended to cons1der that phy-
slca1 effeots of paln experlence would cause them more dlsoomfort 
than worry or annety but they would be most oonoerned Wi.th the 
slgniflcanoe of pain in re1atlon to thelr health welfare and the 
welfare of the faml1y. 
More members of the Fa than of the SG olaimed that they do 
not oarry a oomp1ete health lnsurance ooverage. When oholce of a 
doctor ln general was made. most members of both generatlons were 
lnf1uenoed by a faml1y frlend or had no oholce. Most members of 
both groups have never felt that a partlcu1ar doctor who was treat-
~ng them was uslng their body tor teachlng purposes. Almost all 
~he members ot the .wo generations oonsldered that as patients 
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they should always quietly do whatever the physioian says or 
direots them to do while they are under his oare. Members of 
the FG have a tendenoy to expeot a dootor to be a dispenser of 
proteotion and love. while on the other hand members of the SG 
tend to feel a dootor ought to be both a professional man and a 
dlspenser of proteotlon and love. Wlth regard to whether a good 
physiolan should glve the patlent full information about his oon-
dition and explalnllt oarefully or not, a majorlty of the members 
in both generations felt he should; they also felt that dootors 
are generally dedioated to their professlon and have a sinoere 
lnterest and desire to help people; and they also believe that 
some dootors were oareless in attitude and treatment toward the 
siok; generally they dld not tend to oheok the diagnosis and 
treatment of one dootor agalnst the opinions of other speola1lsts 
in the field. Only a mlnority of the members of both generatlons 
have been kept trom seeing a dootor when perhaps they should have 
on aooount of oertain reasons. (Questlon 53) The majority of 
members of both FG and SG consldered that every person should have 
a medioal oheck-up one or more tlmes a year. Many members of the 
~G sald that they had some diffioulty in finding a dootor for oon-
su1tation When they were ill, but the members of the SG olaimed 
that they did not have any diffiou1ty. 
The members of the FG tend to prefer to oonsult a Chinese 
~ootor. and they also dislike separation from thelr family while 
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in a hospi tal as oompared wi th members of the SG who seem ~o be 
ready to oonsult any doctor whether American (Anglo) or Ohinese, 
as long as he is a good doctor, and who do not mind separation 
from their family while in a hospital, however, most members of 
the two groups seem ~t to dislike the impersonal atmosphere in a 
hospital. Most members of both generations said that they would 
like to return to the hospital itl which they were previously con-
tined and to the same doctor. 
Among those who made any suggestions tor a possible improve. 
ment of the patient's comfort in a hospital quite a few members 01 
the SG tel t there should be more nurses, and several members of 
the FG suggested that the medical personnel should be more effi-
oient in taklng care of the patient. ConSidering a good hospital 
patient, most members of the FG said that a good hospital patient 
should have oonfidence in his doctor and obeY' the doctor's and 
nurse's orderJ and quite a few members of the SG felt. that ,~ . 
should obey his dootor's and the nurse's order, and obey the 
hospital rule and keep quiet. 
Both groups admitted that they would expect their ohildren 
to be hurt in sports and games and would show a tti tudes of worry 
and oonoern When they were injured. Members ot the FG tend to 
console their ohildren by giving some verbal expression of 
emotion when they were injured as oompared with members ot the SG. 
'rhere were no signifioant differenoes in terms of whether or not 
they would stimulate their ability to resist pain, telling them 
to aot grown-uP. and. whether they would expeot their ohildren to 
come to them orying and oomplaining of pain. Most of the parents 
of both generations would expeot their ohildren to tell them where 
the pain was and thought probably the ohildren would ory. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Thls chapter wl11 relterate the purpose and subject matter 
of thls study. A summary of the flndlngs ln terms of thls sub-
ject matter wl11 be glven. Then the concluslon will be set forth 
based on the data analyzed and presented ln terms of how lt agrees 
With the orlglnal hypothesls. 
The subject matter of this thesls is medlcal care and modern 
medlcine. The purpose is to lnvestlgate the dlfferences of att-
ltude toward medloal care and modern medicine between the first 
and second generatlons of Chlnese-Amerlcans ln the Chlcago a.rea.. 
Empirioal Questlons 
There are two emplrical questlons studied, 
1. Are there sign1tloant dlfferences in attltudes toward 
medloal care between Chinese-Amerioans of the first 
generation and Chinese-Amerioans of the second gener-
ation in the Chioago aeea? 
2. Are there signlfloant differenoes ln attitudes be-
tween these two groups regardlng the acoeptance of 
modern advances in mediolne? 
Hypotheses of the Present Study 
The major hypothesls whioh has been tested in this thesis ln 
terms of these two emplrioal questlons ls 
The greater the involvement of the Chlnese-Amerlcans in 
Amerloan oulture, the greater the utllizatlon of medical 
oare and the stronger the tendenoy to acoept modern ad-
vanoes in mediclne. 
On the basis of this hypothesis the differences in attitudes be-
tween these two generations can be stated as follows: 
1. The first generation of Chinese-Amerioans will avail 
themselves of medical care less frequently than will 
the second generation of Chinese-Americans in the 
Chicago area. 
2. The first generation of Chinese-Americans will accept 
modern advances in medicine less readily than will 
the second generation of Chinese-Americans residing 
in the Chicago area. 
An additional attempt has been made to see whether or not the diff~ 
erences between the two generations in attitude toward medical 
care and modern medicine are associated with education or place of 
residence. 
The data of this present study were oolleoted through use of 
the structured interview sohedu1e. This struotured interview sohe~ 
u1e ino1udes questions oonoerning personal background, health 
baokground, attitude toward medioa1 oare, and acceptanoe of ad-
vance in modern medioine. A sample of one hundred respondents was 
interviewed. The first interview was oomp1eted on Deoember 2, 
1966, and the last on May 13.1967. Most of the interviews were 
performed at the respondents' home with an apPOintment made by 
telephone. The interviews were conducted in English and Chinese 
(either the Mandarin or Cantonese dialect). The average length of 
each of the interviews was about one hour; however, interviews 
conducted in Chinese dia1eots were longer than the ones conduoted 
in English. 
The Findings 
In this study. the average age of the first generation was 
greater than that of the seoond generation. The majsrity of the 
members of the two generations were married. On the whole, the 
family slze of the first generation was larger than that of the 
seoond generation. In the first generation twenty five lived out-
side of Chinatown, and twenty five 11 ved in Chinatown. In the 
seoond generation, twenty six lived in Chinatown and twenty four 
lived outside of Chinatown. The majority of the first generation 
has been in Amerioa since 1940. The eduoational attainment of 
the seoond generation was higher than that of the first generation 
The occupat1onal distributlon of the two groups was quite evenly 
div1ded, however, the annual family income of the seoond gener-
at10n was higher than that of the first generation. 
The chi-square distribution with a .05 level of sign1f1cance 
was used in the analysis of the data conoerning atti tudes toward 
medioa1 care. 
The findings in Chapter III are ooncerned with the empirical 
question "Are there signifioant differenoes in attitude toward 
medioa1 care between Chinese-Amerioans of the first generation 
and Chinese-Amerioans ot the seoond generation in the Ch1oago 
area?" The hypothesis related to this question 1s that the f1rst 
generat10n of Chinese-Amer1oans will ava11 themselves of med1cal 
oare less frequently than will the seoond generat10n Ch1nese-
Amer10ans 1n the Chioago area. The att1tude toward medical care 
Ilt2 
of the two generations has revealed the following tendency: 
1. The members of the FG tend to think that having pain is 
not necessary and tend to oall for relief; most members of the SG 
consider that having pain is necessary because pain frequently in-
dioates something is wrong with one's body and beoause sometimes 
pain is unavoidable under certain medioal treatment. 
2. Most members of the Fa considered that it is natural to 
oomplain a great deal about one's pain to their family and they 
also preferred to be oared for by others. but the members of the 
SG were the opposite. 
3. The members of the FG said that they were not quite sat-
isfied with the number of visits made by their dootor while they 
were hospitalized. while members of the SG tended to be satisfied 
wi th his visits. 
4. A lower peroentage of the Fa had read magazine oolumns 
and articles about health and medicine during the month prior to 
the interview than the SG. 
However. there is no evidenoe of any statistioally sign1fio~ 
differenoe between the two generations in terms of attitude to-
ward medical oare on suoh criteria as response to symptoms of ill-
ness. preference for family doctor or speCialist, use of regular 
medical check-ups, dependence on home therapy and conoern with 
artio1es in newspapers about health and mediCine. This might be 
due to the fact that this is a limited study and used only those 
from the total population who had been previously hospitalized. 
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The findings in Chapter IV are concerned with the empirical 
question tlAre there significant differences in attitude between 
these two groups regarding the acceptance of modern advances in 
medicine?" The hypothesis related to this question is that the 
first generation of Chinese-Americans will accept modern advances 
in medicine less readily than will the second generation of 
Chinese-Americans residing in the Chicago area. 
There are significant differenoes between the two generations 
found in terms of using herbs or animal parts and preference for 
attending a oertain kind of hospital. 
1. The first generation seems to have a higher tendency to 
depend upon herbs and animal parts for their sickness than the 
second generation. 
2. The second generation tend to be more in favor of private 
medical facilities as opposed to government-oontrolled facilities. 
There are no signifioant differences in attitude toward 
modern medioal instruments in the doctor's office or in the hos-
pital and both generations have purchased insuranoe through group 
policy at low cost. 
In Chapter V the differences between the first and second 
generations were oross classified by education and place of res-
idenoe. The educational faotor seemed to be a fairly constant 
influenoe on the two generations. However, the question as to 
whether the individual depends on herbs or animal parts when sick 
does not follow the general trend. It showed the more highly 
educated of the FG were less apt to rely on herbs than those with 
less education; but among the SG, those With less than high school 
eduoation did not depend on herbs, while some of those who had 
high sohool eduoation or beyond did olaim they used them. This 
tendency appears to show that even though the members of the SG 
have greater oontaot with the Amerioan ou1ture than those of the 
FG, and are influenced by it, they have internalized their trad-
it10na1 culture as well, espeo1a1ly those w1th at least h1gh soh-
001 eduoat10n. 
To some degree, the p1aoe of res1denoe seems to affeot how 
read11y the 1nd1vidua1s of both generat10ns become involved in 
Amertman soo1ety. For example. the members of the SG who 11ve 
outside of Chinatown seem to be Amerioanized most 11ke1y by the 
mass m11e1u, yet, at the same time they seem to have 1nterna1ized 
their trad1t10na1 oulture to a greater degree than those members 
ot the SG who live 1n Ch1natown. 
F1nd1ngs 1n Chapter VI are oonoerned with d1fferenoes 1n 
att1tude and op1nion related to the area of med10ine and health 
between f1rst and seoond generat10ns of Chinese-Amer1oans 1n the 
Ch1oago area. There are sign1fioant d1fferenoes in att1tude be-
tween the two generations in terms of health 1nsuranoe coverage. 
image of a doctor, experience in finding a doctor. separation from 
the fam1ly wh1le hospita11zed, and cultural transm1ss10n of att-
itude toward pain. 
These speoifio significant differences were found between the 
two generations in the follOwing way: 
1. More members of the FG than of the SG olaimed that they 
paid the medioal oosts involved I~om their personal 1noome than 
those of the SG who would rely more heav11y on insuranoe. 
2. Members of the FG have a tendenoy to expect a doctor to 
be a d1spenser of protect1on and love,while on the other hand 
members of the SG tend to feel a dootor ought to be both profess-
ional and a dispenser of protect1on and love. 
3. The FG said that 1t was diffioult for them to find a 
dootor for oonsultation when they were 111 but the SG did not have 
diff1culty. 
4. The members of the FG tended to prefer to consult a 
Chinese doctor, but the members of the SG seemed to be ready to 
consult any doctor, whether American (Anglo) or Chinese, as long 
as he was a good doctor. 
5. The members of the FG dis11ked separation from their fam-
ily wh11e in a hospital as compared With members of the SG who 
seemed not to mind it. 
6. The FG parents were more apt to console their children 
when they get hurt in sports and games than the SG parents. 
7. Most members of the FG thought that a good hospital pat-
ient should obey the doctor's and nurse's order and have conf1d-
ence, while members of the SG thought a good hospital patient 
should either obey the hospital rule and keep quiet or not com-
plain too much and demand too much. 
Both generations tended to think that the sign1fioanoe of 
pain in relation to their health welfare and the welfare of the 
family would oonoern them most and to feel that physioal effeots 
of pain experience would cause them more disoomfort when they 
were in pain. 
When they answered the questions related to dootors, members 
of both groups said they thought that a good physioian should 
g1ve the patient full information about his oondition and should 
expla1n it carefully; they felt that dootors were generally 
dedicated to the1r profession and had a sinoere interest and de-
Sire to help people. and they believed that some dootors were 
oareless in attitude and treatment toward the siok. Generally, 
when their pain was relieved, most of them did not oheok the 
diagnosis and treatment of one dootor against the opin1ons of 
other speoialists in the field. 
When their ohildren were injured as a result of play. most 
members of both groups would show an attitude of worry or oonoern. 
There is no signifioant difference between the two groups in terms 
of stimulating their ability to resist pain and expeoting them to 
ory and complain of pain. 
~ypotheses Confirmed or Rejeoted and Relevanoe to Theory 
The total data oolleoted from this struotured interview 
.ohedule have inoluded eighty five items. These items are divided 
~nto four general seotions. The items in the first seotion in-
plude the respondents' personal baokground. suoh as age. sex, 
status, education, occupation, income, etc •• There are twenty 
three items in total. The items in the second sect10n attempt to 
investigate the differences in attitude toward medical care be-
tween the two generations. It consists of twenty six items. How-
ever~ only six items have shown a significantly different atti-
tude toward certain aspects of medical care, and twenty items did' 
not reveal significant differences in attitude toward medical 
care. The items in the third section deal with attitude toward 
modern advances in medicine in the first and second generation. 
It consists of seven items. Only two items indicate that there 
are significant differences in attitude toward modern advances in 
medicine between the two generations but five items do not. There 
are twenty nine items in the fourth section which deal with their 
attitude toward and opinions on medical care in general. Only 
seven items have revealed significant differences in opinions on 
and attitude toward medical care in general, but twenty two items 
do not. From the results shown above. there are only f1fteen 
items out of the total study which carry evidence to show that 
there is any significant difference 1n attitude toward medioal 
care and modern adVances in medicine between the two generat1ons. 
There are no significant differences between the two generat10ns 
1n attitude toward the remain1ng items. As a whole, the results 
obta1ned from th1s research seem to indicate few s1gnificant 
d1fferences 1n attitude toward medical oare and modern ad.vance. 
in medic1ne between the two generations. Therefore, the results 
of this research do not give full support to the major hypothe-
.J. .... O 
sis of this study but it does not seem to be totally rejected. It 
must be kept in mind that this struotured interviewed sohedule has 
been oonstruoted for a group study. It is a limitedlnstrument 
for this partloular study. 
There are four other reasons whloh might also oause the sur-
prising Similarity between the two generatlons ln terms of thelr 
attitude toward medioal oare and modern advanoes in medioine. One 
of the reasons might be due to the nature of the sample ohosen 
for this study. Thls sample oonsists of a group of Chinese-
Amerloan indlviduals in the Chloago area who have had hospltal 
experienoe for either minor or major medioal allments. They have 
been made aware of and oomprehend the value of health. A seoond 
possible oause mlght be the differenoe in age between the two gen-
erations. The average age of the FG is greater than the BG. 'l'his 
differenoe in age mlght prompt the members of the FG to be more 
alert to their health oondition. The third oause, whloh would 
balanoe the age differenoe between the BG from the FG is eduoa-
tion. In general, the eduoatlonal attainment among the BG 1s 
higher than the PC. The fourth oause mlght be due to the length 
of resldenoe ln Amerloa by the members of the PC. Most members of 
the FG have been ln Amerioa more than twenty five years. Durlng 
thls period, they probably beoome gradually assimilated to the 
Amerioan way of life. If these faotors whioh perhaps made the 
differenoe between the two generations less than they might other-
wise have been, oould be oontrolled, the hypothesis of this study 
might be oonfirmed - at any rate, with these faotors in mind it 
would be unfair to deny the possibility of its valid1ty. Cer-
tainlY the signifioant differenoes whioh were evident did show 
that the greater the involvement of the Chinese-Amerioans in 
Amerioan culture, the greater the utilization of medioa1 oare and 
the stronger the tendenoy to aooept modern advanoes in medioine. 
Implioation for Future Researoh 
This study has been rather limited in terms of the struot-
ured interview sohedu1e espeoia1ly (s1noe this interview sohedu1e 
was was an instrument for the study of pain and medioal oare a-
mong Chinese-Amerioans, Japanese-Amerioans, and Mex1oan-Amerioan~ 
and the size and nature of the sample studied. A study might be 
done in the same area of health and medicine With a larger sample 
whioh ino1udes people without hospital experienoe. Such a study 
oould also be oross classified to show the d1fferenoes in atti-
tude between women and men. A study Which considers the effect 
of p1aoe of residence on Chinese immigrants and their desoendents 
both in terms of assimilation into American culture and the 1nter-
nalization of their traditional oulture could also be made. With 
regard to oultura1 transmiss10n of attitude in general, a study 
oould also be done among a group of mothers to see how the way 
the two generations transmit culture to their offspring differs. 
Conclusion 
Although the results of this research do not give full 
support to the hypothesis of this study, some of them seem to in-
dicate a few significant differences in attitude toward medical 
care and modern advances in medicine between the two generations. 
If one keeps the premises mentioned above in mind, it is poss-
ible to see through the signifioant differences in this study 
that the members of the first generation seem to be more emot-
ional and dependent on their family than the members of the sec-
ond generation, and the seoond generation seem to be more invo1vec 
in the American ou1ture than the first generation. 
Most of the SG consider that having pain is necessary be-
oause they think that pain frequently indioates something is 
wrong with one's body and sometimes pain is unavoidable under 
oertain medical treatment. They do not think that it is natural 
to complain a great deal about one's pain to one's family. and 
they prefer to be left alone when they are in pain. They tend to 
call for relief less than the FG when they have pain. They tend-
ed to be more satisfied with the number of visits made by the1r 
dootor than theFG. They tend to be more in favor of private 
medioa1 fac11it1es as opposed to government-controlled medical 
faoi11t1es. They tend to rely more heavily on 1nsurance for the 
med1cal oosts involved than the FG. They also feel a doctor 
OUght to be both profess1onal and a d1spenser of protect10n and 
love; and they are w111ing to consult any dootor as long as he 1s 
a good dootor. They do not mind separation from their family 
while in a hospital. Conoern1ng the 1deal hosp1tal patient, they 
think one should e1ther obey the hospital rule and keepqu1et or 
not oompla1n too mUoh and demand too muoh. A higher peroentage 
of them had read magaz1ne oolumns and art10les about health and 
medic1ne dur1ng the month prior to the interview than the FG. 
They said that they d1d not have d1ff1culty in finding a doctor 
when they got sick while some members of the FG did have diffi-
culty. They are not apt to console their children by giving some 
verbal expression of concern and affeotion when they get hurt in 
sports and games while members of the FG are rather apt to do so. 
Generally, they do not depend upon herbs or animal parts for 
their siokness as much as members of the first generation. How-
ever, there is some indication that members of the BG with at 
least high school eduoation and those who live outside of China-
town tend to depend upon herbs and animal parts for their sickness 
These people seem to retain their traditional oulture to some de-
gree, while at the same time they are more removed from the in-
flueno~ of their own traditional culture and they have a greater 
oontact wi th the lunerioan culture than the members of the first 
generation. 
APPENDIX 
STRUCTURED INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
1. Name _____________ _ 
2. Address 
3. Marital status 
1. Married 
2. Widowed 
3. Divoroed 
4. Separated 
4. Sex 
1. Male 
2. Female 
5. Age 
1. 20 - 24 
2. 25 - 29 
3. 30 - 34 
4. 305 - 39 5. 4 - 44 
6. 45 - 49 
7. Over SO 
6. Number of ohildren 
1. None 
2. One 
3 •• Two 4 Three 
5. Four or more 
7. What is your oocupation? 
1. Profess1onal 
2. Manager. offic1al, proprietor 
3 •• Sem1-profess1onal and teohn1oal 4 Cler10al 
5. Other (please speo1fy) 
.1.,:) .J 
8. What is your eduoational attainment? 
1. Some elementary 
2. Completed elementary 
3. Some high sohool 
4. Completed high school 
5. Some college 
6. Completed college 
7. Some graduate or professional 
8. M.A. 
9. Ph. D. 
10. M.D. or D.D.S. 
11. Other (please speoify) 
9. If you attended high sohool, what course did you follow? 
1. Academic oourse 
2. Teohnioal oourse 
3. Business course 
4. Other (please speoiry) 
10. If you attended college, what was your major? 
11. 
12. 
13. 
1. 
2. 
What 
1. 
2. 
is your re1i g1 on 
Buddhist 
Shintoist 
3. Protestant 
4. Catho1io 
5. other (please speciry) 
What is your family's annual 
1. Less than $1.999 
2. $2,000 - $4.999 
3. 35.000 -$7.999 
4. $8,000 - $9.999 
5. $10,000 - $14.999 
6. More than $15.000 
What is your p1aoe of birth? 
Country 
1noome? 
.L)lf 
14. What is your father's nationality? 
1. Japanese - Japanese 
2. Mex10an - Mex10an 
3. Japanese - Non-Japanese 
4. Mex10an - Non-Mex1oan 
Please speo1fy the nationality 
Mex10an 
other than Japanese ana/or 
1. 
15. What is your mother's nationality? 2. 
1. Japanese - Japanese 
2. Mex10an - Mex10an 
3. Japanese - Non-Japanese 
4. Mex10an - Non-Mex1oan 
Please speo1fy the nationality 
Mex10an 
other than Japanese and/or 
1. 
16. What is your father's p1aoe of birth? 
2. 
Country ________ ~ ______ _ 
17. How long has your father lived in this oountry? 
1. 0 - 9 
2. 10 ... 19 
3. 20 -29 
4. 30 ... 39 
5. 40 or more 
18. Has your father beoome an Amerioan o1t1zen? 
1. Yes _____ _ 2.N ;.;.;;.0 ______ _ 
19. If your father works (worked) what is (was) hie oooupat1on? 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
20. How far did your father go in school? 
1. Some elementary 
2. Completed elementary 
3. Some high school 
4. Completed high school 
5. Some college 
6. Completed college 
7. Some graduate or professional 
8. M.A. 
9. Ph.D. 
10. M.D. or D.D.S. 
11. Other (please specify) 
21. What is your mother's place of birth? 
Country ________________ __ 
22. How long has your mother lived in this country? 
1. 0-9 
2. 10 - 19 
3. 20 - 29 
4. 30 - 39 
5. 40 or more 
23. Has your mother become an American citizen? 
1. Yes _____ 2. No _____ _ 
24. How far did your mother go in school? 
1. Some elementary 
2. Completed elementary 
3. Some high school 
4. Completed high school 
5. Some college 
6. Completed college 
7. Some graduate or professional 
8. M.A. 
9. Ph.D. 
10. M.D. or D.D.S. 
11. Other (pleas.!. specify) 
25. Do you have health insurance? 
1. Yes ___ _ 2. No ____ _ 
25A. If yes, please spe01fy. 
1. Hosp1tal 1nsuranoe 
2. Surg10al insuranoe 
3. M edi oal insurance 
4. Hosp1 tal and surgical 1nsurance 
5. other (please spe01fy) 
26. Has any heal th 1nsurance you own been purchased through 
your company? 
1. Yes _______ 2. No. 
27. Should you become ill, how ~ould you meet the medical costs 1nvolved? Please explain ________________________________ _ 
28. Are you in favor of sooialized medic1ne? 
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unce:""r"'l"'tai~n---- --------4. Please explain __________________ __ 
29. Do the instruments in the doctors office or in the hospital 
cause fear 1n you? 
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unce--r"'l"'ta-i:-n---- ------Please explain ______________________ __ 
30. Do you d1slike any of these 1n a hospital? 
a. Impersonal atmosphere 
1. Yes 2. No 3. Uncertain ___ _ 
b. Separation from family --------
1. Yes 2. No 3. Uncettain 
-----
31. When were you last treated 1n the hosp1tal? 
Please spec1fy date 
Please specify your 1llness 
How long were you in the hosp1tal? 
Please spec1fy the name of the hosp1tal 
--------
~.57 
32. Were the number of vis1ts by your doctor, 1n your op1n1on, 
enough to take care of the k1nd of pa1n or d1scomfort you 
were exper1enc1ng? 
1. Yes 2. No 3. Uncerta1n ___ -:----
Please spec1fy the number of vis1ts of your doctor 
Please expla1n __________________________________ __ 
33. D1d you have conf1dence 1n the doctor who treated you or d1d 
you harbor any doubts? 
1. Conf1dence --:-____ 2. Doubt _____ 3.Uncerta1n~_ ... Please exp1a1n ________________________________________ ~ 
34. When the dootor v1s1ted you, d1d he g1ve you the k1nd of sat-
1s faot1on you wanted 1n terms of the nature of symptoms, 
prognosls and rellef? 1. Symptoms Yes No ________________ _ 
2. Prognosls Yes No ________________ _ 
3. Re11ef Yes No ________ _ Please expla1n __________________________________ __ 
35. D1d you feel that the doctor took a pe~sona1 lnterest 1n you? 
1. Yes 2. No. ___ 3. Unoertain ____ _ Please explain ____________________________________ __ 
36. When you were in the hosp1tal, did you d1reot the phys101an's 
attent10n to some aspeot of your 111ness? 
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unoerta1n ________ __ 
Please expla1n -----
37. Do you th1nk that as a pat1ent you should always quietly do 
whatever the physio1an says or d1reots you to do whl1e you 
are under hls oare? 
1. Yes 2. No J. Unoertaln ________ __ 
Please explaIn 
-----------------------------------------
38. Prior to hospitalization how did you ohoose your dootor? 
1. Family dootor 
2. Speoialist other than family dootor 
3. Speoialist reoommended by family dootor 
4. Dootor reoommendedby hospital 
5. No part10ular dootor Please explain ____________________________________________ _ 
38A. If yes, is he the dootor who treated you? 
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unoerta1n ____________ _ Please expla1n __________________________________________ _ 
38B. If yes. what was the reason of your ohoioe? 
39. Have you ever felt that a partiou1ar dootor who was treating 
you was us1ng your body for teaohing purposes? 
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unoerta1n __________ __ 
39A. If yes, were you ent1re1y sat1sf1ed with your treatment? 
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unoerta1n 
Please explain -------------
39B. If yes, did you resent the seoondary purpose? 
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unoertain 
Please explain ------------
Should you beoome 111, would you like 
hosp1tal you were previously oonfined 
Hosp1tal 1. Y6s ______ 2. No 
Dootor 1. Yes 2. No 
to return to the 
and to the same dootor 
Please expla1n ---------
41. Are there any suggest10ns that you would oare to make for a 
possible 1mprovement of the pat1ent's oomfort 1n a hospital? 
42. Who is a good hospital patient? 
43. Whioh do you expeot a dootor to be? 
44. 
1. Professional man 
2. Dispenser of proteotion and love 
3. Both Please explain __________________________________________ __ 
Do you think a good physican should give the patient full 
information about his condition and explain it carefully? 
1. Yes 2. No 3. Uncertain ________ __ Please explain ____________________________________________ _ 
45. Do you feel that doctors are generally dedicated to their 
profession and have a sincere interest and desire to help 
people? 
1. Yes 2. No 3. Uncertain ________ _ Please explain __________________________________________ __ 
46. Do you believe that any doctors are oare1ess in attitude and 
treatment toward the siok? 
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unoertain ______ __ Please explain __________________________________________ __ 
47. Generally, even when your pain is relieved. do you tend to 
oheck the diagnosis and treatment of one doctor against the 
opinions of other specialists in the field? 
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unoertain ____ _ Please explain __________________________________________ __ 
48. In your opinion. is there any advantage in consulting a 
specialist rather than a general practitioner? 
1. Yes 2. No 3. Uncertain ______ __ 
Would you prefer to have your family doctor (if you have one) 
examine you before contaoting a specialist? 
1. Yes 2. No _____________ 3. Unoertain ________ _ Please explain __________________________________________ __ 
50. If you have symtoms as fo1lows.do you see a doctor immediate 
a. Cough any time during the day or night whioh lasts for 
three weeks. 
1. Yes 2. No 
b. Getting tired for weeks at a time for no speoial reason. 
1. Yes 2. No 
c. Skin rask or breaking out onany part of the body. 
1. Yes 2. No 
d. Diarrhea (loose bowel movements) for four or five days. 
1. Yes 2. No 
e. Shortness of breath even after light work. 
1. Yes 2. No 
f. Unexplained loss of over ten pounds in weight. 
1. Yes 2. No 
g. Repeated pains in or near the heart. 
1. Yes 2. No 
h. Sore throat or running nose with a fever as high as 100 F 
for a day or more. 
1. Yes 2. No 
51. If you think that you oan oure s10kness or injury by home 
therapy, is it neoessary to go to the dootor? 
1. Yes 2 No 3. Unoertain 
Please explain 
52. Do you depend upon herbs or animal parts when you are s1ok? 
1. Yes No 3. Unoertain 
Please explain 
53. People sometimes do not see a dootor with some reason when 
perhaps they should. Thinking baok over your own exper1enoe, 
wh10h of those reasons have ever kept you from seeing a dootor 
when perhaps you should have? 
a. You did not know any really good dootor. 
1. Yes 2. No 
b. You did not want to spend the money on a 
you had to. 
dootor unless 
1. Yes 2. No 
o. It might be painful; the dootor might hurt you. 
1. Yes 2. No 
d. You were too busy to see a dootor. 
1. Yes 2. No 
e. The dootor might find something really wrong with you. 
1. Yes 2. No 
f. You did not think the dootor oould help you any. 
1. Yes 2. No 
54. Do you read the health oolumns in newspapers, and newspaper 
art101es about health? 
1. Frequently 2. Only oooasionally 
3. Hardly ever 
Please explain 
55. Have you read any magazine oolumns or art101es about health 
,~dYi.d101ne in the !~st month? 3. Unoertain 
56. What is your opin1on on medical check-ups? 
57. Do you have a regular medical check-up? 1. Yes 2. No ,. Uncertaln ____ _ Please explain ________________________________________ __ 
58. When you have pain. do you call for relief? 
1. Yes 2. No ). Uncertain ________ __ Please explain~ ______________________________________ ___ 
59. Which do you think concerns you most when you have pain? 
1. The physical pain exper1ence itself 
2. S1gnlficance of pain 1n relation to your 
heal th welfare and the welfare of your 
family_ 
,. Uncertain 
60. Do ;you think that having pa1n 1s necesaar;y? 
1. Yes 2. No ,. Uncerta1n ____ _ Please expla1n ______________________________________ ___ 
61. Do you show your suffer1ng by groaning, mOaning and crying? 
1. Yes 2. No ,.Uncertaln ____ _ 
62. Is it natural to show pa1n by groaning, moan1ng or crying 1n 
front of a doctor or nurse? 
1. Yes 2. No ,. Uncerta1n ____ _ 
6,. Do you feel free to complaln of your paln to a doctor or 
a nurse? 
1. Yes 2. No ,. Uncertain 
64. Do you think it natural to complaln a great deal to your 
family? 
1. Yes 2. No ,. Uncertain 
65. Do you th1nk 1t natural to call for help from .embers b~'3four 
t~mrl;y? ; w ,. 
1. Yes 2. No ,. Uncerta1n 
-----
66. Do you th1nk 1 t natural to expect sympathy from members of 
;your faml1y? 
1. Yes 2. No ,. Uncertaln 
-----
When you are in pain, do you prefer to be left alone or to 
be oared for by others? 
1. Alone 2. Withcother people 3. Unoertain ____________ __ 
Please explain 
68. Do you think that emotional 0xt>ressions are helpful for the 
relief of pain experienoe? 
1. Yes 2. No ). Unoertain ________ _ 
69. Does the relief from pa1n give you seour1ty? 
1. Yes 2. No ). Unoertain ________ _ 
70. When in pain wh10h oauses you more d1scomfort? 
1. Physical effeots of pain experienoe 
2. Worry or anx1ety 
3. Unoertain 
71. Do you expeot your ohi1dren to be hurt in sports and games? 
1. Yes 2. No 3. Un~~rtain ________ _ 
72. When your ohildren are injured as a result of play, do you 
show attitudes of worry or oonoern? 
1. Yes 2. No. 3. Unoertain ______ __ 
73. Should this ooour, would you oonsole them by g1v1ng any ver-
bal expression of emot1on, suoh as "Poor Ch11d"? 
1. Yes 2. No. ). Unoertain 
----
74. In the same oase. do you stimulate their ab11ity to resist 
pa1n, tel11ng them to aot grown up? 
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unoertain ______ __ 
75. Do you expeot your ohi1dren to oome to you orying and oom-
p1aining of pain? 
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unoertain 
76. What type of behavior do you expeot from your ohi1dren if 
they are in pain? 
77. In what year d1d you oome to the United States? 
78. Do you think that 1nsuranoe is necessary even if you are 
not ill or should be hospitalized? 
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unoerta1n ________ __ 
79. Did you have any d1ff1oulty to find a doctor for consul-
tation when you were ill? 
1. Yes 2. No ____ _ 
Please explain ____________________ _ 
80. Do you prefer to consult: 
1. American doctor 
2. Chinese doctor 
3. No preferenoe 
81. In what kind of hospital would you prefer to be hosp1tal1zed~ 
1. Private 
2. Mum c1pal 
3. No preference 
Please explain 
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